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Prof talks of pros, cons of values
ByCragSitfonl
THE BC NEWS

A number of University students, faculty and staff braved the
inclement weather yesterday to
attend Neil Browne's talk on values in the classroom as part of the
2002 President's Lecture Series.
"I'd like to say how delighted I
am that so many of you could
come on such a miserable spring
afternoon," said Donald Nieman,
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, who addressed the
audience with opening remarks.
The lecture hall of 113 Olscamp
was nearly full as Browne discussed the importance of values
in a college setting.

Browne is a professor of economics at the University and
director of IMPACT, a learning
community in Offenhauer. He is
also a member of the University
Committee on Vision and Values
and won the University Lifetime
Achievement Award in 2001.
According to Browne, there are
four values that stick out above
the rest in shaping a prosperous
university and students. Those
are autonomy, inquisitiveness,
tolerance of ambiguity, and
reflection guided by reason. He
said they are important in meshing the campus together.
"If you agree to abide by these
values, all your ideas are welcome

in this community," Browne said.
"These are values not because a
committee determined them,
but because the University's
vision and dreams require them."
Browne said values are an
important part of any classroom
setting at any college or university. They allow for discussion and
learning of new ideas or the
expansion of values.
"We've a contentious lot, and
I'm glad we are," he said. "Isn't it a
proud member of the University
community that says 'Yeah, but
...' or'Have you looked at this perspective?'"
While values are important
and should be infused in the

classroom, according to the first
half of Browne's lecture, they can
also be harmful if used incorrectly or in the wrong way, which led
to his second part, on being terrified of values.
"(Values) have their attractive
side; that's why they're called values," he said. "But they can also
have their side that makes us
pause and think what harm can
come from them."
He said if members of the
University don't share common
values, then it would not be complete.
He demonstrated this by holdCra* GrflonJ BG Newi

VALUES, PAGE 2

DISCUSSING VALUES: Professor Neil Browne during his speech.

Quake
kills
1,800
By Michelle Boorstem
IHE ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS

American, and its impacts cannot be attributed to any single
company or industry."
Officials at FleetBoston did
not immediately return calls
seeking comment
Lawyer Roger S. Wareham
said the lawsuit sought damages that would be put into a
fund to improve the health,
education and housing opportunities for African Americans.
"This is not about individuals
receiving checks in their mailbox." he said.
The plaintiff in the lawsuit

KABUL. Afghanistan — An
earthquake devastated mountain villages in northern
Afghanistan, where officials
yesterday estimated at least
1,800 people died and thousands more were injured in a
region already hard-hit by
hunger, drought and war.
At the scene, the military
commander from the Baglan
region said the Monday night
quake collapsed 20,000 mudbrick houses. Gen. Haider
Kahn estimated between 600
and 1,000 people remained
trapped and said the death toll
could hit 2,000.
Yusuf Nuristani, a government
spokesman,
told
reporters in Kabul that the
death toll had reached 1,800
by yesterday afternoon with
2,000 injured. Kabul television
later reported 5,000 hurt. In
Geneva, U.N. spokeswoman
Elisabeth Byrs said Afghan
authorities had initially reported the death toll could reach
4,800.
Aid agencies said thousands
— perhaps tens of thousands
— were homeless, as aftershocks continued to jolt the
majestic Hindu Kush mountains that tower above Kabul
and separate the capital from
the extreme north of the country.
There were fears of landslides as the earth continued
to heave after the Monday
night quake, which was centered about 105 miles north of
Kabul.
No Americans or foreigners
were known to be among the
missing or dead. Brig. Gen.
John Rosa |r. told a Pentagon
briefing that no coalition
forces were hurt by the quake.
The old part of Nahrin town
was leveled and some 40 other
villages on Nahrin plain were
affected, prompting aid
groups to gear up to provide
shelter for 6,000 to 7,000 families in that area alone, U.N.
spokesman
Manoel
de
Alemida e Sirva said.
"These people were hit by
20 years of war, three to four
years of drought and now
comes the earthquake," said
Mirielle Borne, an aid worker
with the independent agency
ACTED who arrived in the
stricken town as night fell yesterday.
"It just keeps piling up. They
just take it as it comes. It's a
matter of holding on to the next
day."
Immediate concerns included getting water, food and shel-
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IN REMEMBRANCE: Pictures of the University students killed in a car crash on March 15 were displayed at a memorial for the six girls in Anderson Arena last night.

Service held for crash victims
By Iwmfler Bracken
THE BG NEWS

University students held a
memorial service last night at
Anderson Arena honoring the six
females, lackie Ahlers, Andrea
Bakker, Ryan Leigh Ross, Jessica
Hedlund, Sara lean McCarthy
and Michelle Saunders, who
passed away March 15 in a car
accident.
Music by a Graduate Student
Quartet, six large portraits of the
girls, and a flower display welcomed students, family and
friends as they entered.
As the quartet played, people
continued to flow into the arena.
The number of people eventually
overflowed from the floor seating
to the first floor bleachers. Once
family members were seated, the
ceremony began.

Ion Bragg, Undergraduate
Student Government president,
gave opening sympathies along
with introductions to each
speaker. The University Men's
Chorus performed the song
"Prayer of the Children" by Kurt
Bestor. After this song, chills
could be felt throughout the
room. The song was beautiful
and was a moving start to the service.
Karen Thompson, professor at
the
Chapman
Learning
Community, foUowed the performance with a prayer.
"We look to you as a source of
all hope and love," Thompson
said. "And grant peace to every
aching heart."
After Thompson's blessing
University President Sidney
Ribeau added some comments.

Still snowing

"Love and friendship get us
through the hard days and long
nights," Ribeau said. "Death is
not rational; it makes no sense."
He concluded by saying "Share

"Love and friendship get us through
the hard days and
long nights. Share
love with family
and friends."
SIDNEY RIBEAU. PRESIDENT

love with family and friends."
These six individuals have
made an impact in many lives. It
was apparent while looking over

CratCfflonlBGNnn

"They were six girls who
brightened everyone's day, and
that's what made them amazing" she said. "Many have asked
me how I've stayed together this
past week, and I tell them 1 have
just realized how blessed I am
and I am so grateful to be able to
call them my best friends."
Each of the girls had someone
special speak in her honor. The
first of those speakers was on
Saunders' behalf.
"She had a smile and a giggle
that could charm anyone," he
said. In an effort to console the
families, he offered these words:
"They are waiting for each one of
you in heaven, and they will greet
you with those wonderful
smiles."
MEMORIAL. PAGE 2

Suit seeks reparations
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BIG JOB: A University snow plow works to rid the campus sideWalks of the accumulated snow yesterday afternoon.

the entire audience and seeing
students weep as they remembered the six women.
"How short the life and how
tragic the end, but these ladies
have made a difference, remember that," Ribeau said.
After Ribeau's remarks, the
Men's Chorus performed "The
Dance" by Tony Arata. The lyrics
"It's better left to chance. I could
have missed the pain, but I'd
have had to miss the dance" rang
through the Arena in a dramatic
fashion. Friends comforted
friends as tissues rose to their
faces. It was an amazing sight to
see, as the true value of friendship was brought to light.
The first speaker was the
roommate of five of those who
passed away. She shared heartfelt
words.

NEW YORK — A federal lawsuit seeking unspecified reparations for the 35 million descendants of African slaves was filed
yesterday against the Aetna
insurance
company,
the
FleetBoston financial services
group and railroad giant CSX
The lawsuit also claims that
as many as 1,000 unidentified
corporations may have profited
from slavery and sometimes
helped it continue in the United
States between 1619 and 1865.
"The practice of slavery constituted an immoral and inhumane depravation of Africans'

life, liberty, African citizenship
rights, cultural heritage and it
further deprived them of the
fruits, of -their own labor," the
lawsuit said.
In a statement, Aetna said:
"We do not believe a court
would permit a lawsuit over
events which—however regrettable — occurred hundreds of
years ago. These issues in no
way reflect Aetna today."
CSX said the suit had no merit
and should be dismissed.
"Slavery was a tragic chapter
in our nation's history," the company said in a statement "It is a
history shared by every

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Service held to honor students Woman in prison
for killing father

MEMORIAL FROM PAGE 1
David McCarthy, father of
Sara, read a couple of letters that
had been sent to his family.
Within these letters, it was
apparent that she had touched
many lives. The content
expressed McCarthy's touch of
kindness.
McCarthy's tribute concluded
with a moving poem read by her
younger sister. A letter from
Hedlund's first best friend,
Laura, was read in her honor.
The letter expressed how special Hedlund was and told how
she was "surrounded by many
people who loved her."
A friend spoke in honor of
Ross. He spoke of her extreme

kindness towards people and
value of friendship.
"Her goal was to help comfort
people and ultimately enjoy
their company," he said. "She
should inspire you to have a life
filled with smiles, hand shakes,
and hugs."
Beth Bakker, mother of
Andrea, gave a heartfelt thank
you to those who have helped
her and her family through this
terrible time. After a very moving
speech, Bakker concluded on
these words: "Every time you talk
to your mother and father, tell
them you love them because
that's what my angel did."
Ahler's
whole
family
approached the podium as her

father thanked the University,
family and friends, and reminisced about his daughter.
After the individual presentations for each of the girls, the Chi
Omega Sorority made a special
presentation. Each member
placed flowers in front of the
portraits of Ahlers and Bakker.
The end of the presentation
included putting flowers under
the remaining four portraits and
a song.
At the conclusion of their presentation, Cathy Black performed "I'm Still Here." As she
sung to the audience, emotions
continued to Dow. Sister Mary
Kuhlman from St. Thomas More
University Parish expressed a

Prof speaks on values
VALUES. FROM PAGE 1
ing up a glass. He said every part
of the glass shared the same
function and therefore got the
job done. Once the glass was
dropped and broke apart into
separate pieces, it no longer
served its purpose.
"Any university without
shared procedural values is broken; it doesn't mean anything,"
he said.
To further illustrate his point
that a lack of values in a classroom setting can be harmful,
Browne showed four vignettes of
classroom conversations.

The first one debated which
values were most important in
the case of school safety. Was
safety a higher value or privacy?
The professor in the vignette
was not open to debate and
demanded that one view, privacy, was correct. This put a
damper on class discussion.
The next two vignettes depicted professors who did not allow
the discussion of values to come
into the classroom, which also
hurt topic discussion.
According to Browne, ignoring values completely can be
harmful because students want
to learn about who they are and

what they stand for.
"There's a responsibility we're
not paying attention to," he said.
"Students yearn for guidance."
The final vignette showed a
classroom with an open discussion of values. Everyone spoke
and shared ideas.
Browne said this is the best
scenario for society, that strong
discussion and new ideas can
come from talking about values
and having values.
"Our society needs the energy
that comes from the discussion
of values," he said. "(Values) are
constitutive of what it means to
be at a university."

closing prayer. The ceremony
concluded with two songs sung
by the University Women's
Chorus.
This is a tragedy that has not
been easy to cope with, but last
night was a step. It is unimaginable to feel the pain of the family
members and close friends.
There was an emphasis on
friendship last night and its
importance. Friendship is something that many of us take
advantage of. These girls are an
example of why you should
value it.
Their roommate finished her
tribute by saying, "They were
hand-picked by God, six beautiful angels."

IHE ASSOCIMtD PRESS

AKRON, Ohio — A woman
who unknowingly struck and
killed her father while driving
home from a New Year's Eve party
was sentenced to two years in
prison.
Mildred Van Meter, 32, of
Coventry Township, had a bloodalcohol content of 0215 percent
— more than double the legal
limit — the night she killed her
father, Kenneth, 54, of Green.
Van Meter pleaded guilty to
charges of aggravated vehicular
homicide, hit-skip, DUI and dri-

Quake rocks Afghanistan
QUAKE. FROM PAGE 1
ter to the area, where 80 percent of
the families had been targeted
before the quake to receive wheat
from the World Food Program.
Borne said she expected villagers from even more remote
regions to arrive in district centers
by donkey or on foot in coming
days, seeking help and bringing
word of additional damage and
casualties.
The only good news, she said,
was the weather. "It is cold, but
there is no rain or snow, and people are either sleeping at relatives'

homes or are sheltering in the
rubble."
An aftershock hit the region
yesterday evening, reinforcing
fears of going back inside poorly
constructed houses. Many people
were sleeping outdoors, the U.N.
spokesman said, with temperatures expected to remain above
freezing, in the 40s.
"The water situation is an issue
of concern. However, the river is
still flowing and villagers have
access to it," the spokesman said.
Afghan Defense Ministry official Mira Ian said 600 bodies had

Arthur Andersen CEO Berardino resigns
By Dave Carpenter
IDE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO—Arthur Andersen
chief executive loseph Berardino
resigned Tuesday, bowing to
mounting pressure as a result of
the accounting firm's role in the
Enron scandal.
His announcement came four
days after former Federal Reserve
chairman Paul Volcker urged top
management to step aside so he
can instaU and head an independent board in a last-ditch plan to
save the company.

Berardino disclosed his decision as Andersen partners, in
internal company e-mails,
stepped up pressure on him to
quit. He said he would remain in
charge until a successor is chosen.
"1 felt 1 had to take this step
today to put an exclamation
point behind the voices of our
people, to say that we are serious
and we're a serious firm that
deserves to continue here in the
United States." Berardino told
CNN.

Yet of the 89-year-old firm, he
said: "We're in deep stress."
The key clement of Volckers
plan is the dismissal of a federal
indictment against Andersen
alleging obstruction of justice for
destroying Enron-related documents. The Justice Department
has not said whether it would
consider such a move.
Andersen has lost more than
70 clients this year and overseas
affiliates have been bolting to
rival firms. Industry experts are
doubtful whether Volcker's plan

ving with a suspended license.
Before prosecutors agreed to
offer a plea bargain, she passed a
lie detector test showing that she
did not knowingly strike her
father.
Mildred Van Meter was drinking with her boyfriend and father
at a members-only bar in
Barberton on New Year's Eve.
After midnight, Kenneth Van
Meter left the club to walk home.
Mildred Van Meter got into an
argument with her boyfriend and
left in his black Dodge Ram truck
a short time later.

or any other can prevent the firm
from folding.
Volcker, who heads an oversight committee charged with
making sweeping reforms at the
company, has said a cap must be
placed on Andersen's financial
liability from the Enron scandal if
it is to survive.
The firm suffered another
blow Tuesday as the Securities
and Exchange Commission said
in a court filing that Andersen
was involved in a scheme that
allowed former executives of

Waste Management Inc. to
inflate earnings by $1.7 billion.
Last year, Andersen paid a $7
million fine to settle an SEC suit
accusing it of issuing false and
misleading audit reports that
inflated Waste Management's
earnings from 1993 to 1996.
Andersen's 1,700 partners
have been urging Berardino to
resign, according to several partners interviewed Tuesday.
Retired partners also have been
pushing for his ouster in hopes it
can help keep Andersen afloat'

been recovered. Kabul television
reported that 12,000 yards of
white cloth had been sent to wrap
the dead from the second fatal
earthquake in the area this
month.
Many people in the rural region
were at home when the quake
struck about 7:30 p.m. Monday,
accounting for the high death toll,
officials said.
The US. Geological Survey said
the quake was relatively shallow
— about 40 miles beneath the
surface — meaning it had the
power to cause more damage.

Suit filed
for slaves
REPARATIONS, FROM PAGE 1

•

was identified as Deadria FarmerPaellmann, who said that she
went to law school with the goal of
eventually suing for damages as a
result of slavery.
She said as many as 60 companies had cooperated with her five
years of research and provided
documents showing how they
had assisted the institution of
slavery.
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ITS WANTS DEPTS TO REMOVE OLD PHONES
Information Technology Services has announced that
it will be picking up old telephones no longer used by
offices on campus. Departmens are being asked to
assign a designated area for the phones and store
them there until ITS picks them up. Contact ITS at 20999 to arrange pick-up.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Local gas chain
changing ownership
The Sterling Milk
Company, which has Sterling
Convenience Stores located
in Northwest Ohio, including
the location on EastWooster
St. and North Enterprise, has
been bought byNesnah
Ventures, Inc., of Holmen,
Wisconsin.
According to Nesnah partner and president Garry
Hayes in a press release
statement, "With the purchase of the Sterling Milk
Company, Nesnah Ventures
has competed a lengthy and
thorough search for an established, high-quality convenience store company that
has been built on principles
of good people, quality products and customer commitment."
Nesnah Ventures owns
businesses focused on convenience, other specialty
retail stores, ethanol production and distribution, wholesale gasoline distribution and
human resources services
and support.
The purchase does not
mean that Sterling will be out
of business or undergo a
name change.
"Plans for growth of the
Sterling business are immediate and far-reaching and
will certainly provide opportunities for great people to
grow as part of the new
Sterling family," said Brian
Koenig, president and chief
operating officer of Sterling,
in a press release.
The transaction was concluded Monday.

CAMPUS

Q&A with President Sidney Ribeau
By Kjmberty Dupps
THE BG NEWS

Q (BG News): How does the
University decide when to cancel
classes because of bad weather?
A (Ribeau): "It's a judgment call.
There is no formula that we use."
Ribeau said that the campus
police chief meets with the
University cabinet. The chief
brings to the meeting reports
from the state highway patrol and
weather services for Wood
County and the surrounding
areas.
Q: How does the University
handle tragedies like the deaths
of the six students during Spring
Break?
A: "In this particular case, there
is a crisis management team that
operates out of student affairs. It

President Sidney Ribeau

is a group that is trained in how to
work with people in tragedy situations."
He said the crisis team was
mobilized the Saturday and were
in the residence halls Sunday
prior to the return of students.
Q: How do you think the media
handled the student tragedy?
A: "There is a fine balance
between reporting and intruding.
It was an issue to not violate the
privacy of those who were
mourning"
Q: Why was the athletic
Department so far in debt that it
had to cut four teams?
A: "It was an attempt to give
them a chance to balance the
budget. We were trying to avoid
what eventually happened. The
deficit predates me."

He added that it was "painful to
eliminate something that was a
part of the community."
Also, he said there was hope
that the department could generate money by having football play
big schools like Ohio State.
Q: Has there been a backlash
from
the
Mid-American
Conference since the four athletic teams were cut?
A: "No, because they understand the financial reality."
Q: Do you have an idea of how
much tuition will be increased
for the upcoming school year?
A: "We will discuss that at the
next board (of trustees) meeting,
which is in May. I know that it is
going up because of budget cuts.
The s6 percent budget reduction
was not just for last year but this

year.
Q: There have been rumors
floating around campus that
next year will be your last year at
the University. How do you
respond to this suggestion?
A: "There is nowhere for me to
go. 1 have no concrete plans. I
have been here for seven years,
and there are some things here
that I would like to see completed."
Q: What projects are you working on right now?
A: "I am working on raising
more money for endowed scholarships. I want to ensure that students who want an education
can afford to do so.

Graduate Student Senate at 3722426.

RESIDENCE LIFE SPEAKER- BRUCE
B0GUSKI
Bruce Boguski is a motivational
speaker For more information contact
Nicole Ramsey at 372-8397.
Olscamp WIA

Bentley, oboe, Kevin Schempf. clarinet,
Nancy Lutes, bassoon and Rosemary
Williams, horn This is free and open

730 p.m.
FARGO
UA0 Presents: Coen Brothers Film
Series The Most Visionary and
Idiosyncratic Filmmakers of the 20th
Century. They create films that pay
tribute to American movie genres,
especially film noir.
Gish Theatre

9p.m.-10p.m.
MACROMEDIA FLASH FOR BEGIN-

CAMPUS EVENTS
TODAY:
10a.m.-4 p.m.
BJA SENIOR THESIS EXHIBITION I
The culminating exhibitions (or
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students
at the Baccalaureate level, these exhibitions showcase series of works by
each ol the artists. Contact: laqueline
S. Nathan, gallery director. 372-8525.
Willard Wankleman Gallery, Fine Arts
Center
10a.m.-4 p.m.
MFA SENIOR THESIS EXHIBITION I
The culminating exhibitions for
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students
at the Masters level, these exhibitions
showcase series of works by each of
the artists Contact: JaquelineS.
Nathan, gallery director, 372-8525.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

10a.m.-3 p m.
ADA INFORMATION TABLE
Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring the
fundraiser for ADA
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Olscamp WIA

10a.m.-4p.m.
DELTA SIGMA PI PLEDGES RAFFLE
You can win a DVD player and various prizes from Bowling Green companies.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
II a.m.-2p.m.
ACTIVE CHRISTIANS TODAY
ACT is having a promotion for the
organization.
Education Steps
11:30 a.m.-lpm.
GSS RESEARCH PAPER PRESENTATION
For mote information contact

ncon-4 p.m.
ANIME IN NORTHWEST OHIO
Anime is sponsoring an information
table. Prizes ate available, including
DVD's, posters, CDs and more. Tickets
will be 50 cents each or three for $1.
Bowen- Thompson Student Union
2 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
EMPOWERMENT GROUP
Student support group for women
survivors of abusive dating relationships. The group is for women at all
stages of recovery and confidentiality
is emphasized. Contact: Deidra
Bennett at 372-2190.
Location TBA
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

to the public
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

NERS- CREATIVE WEB ANIMATION
This is the seventh workshop in the
web senes workshops offered by the
Visual Communications Technology
Organization at BGSU. It is a free
workshop.
Media 100 lab, 2nd floor Tech Building
TBA
CRU-A-TH0N
CRU will hold a promotional event
to advertise the group today and
tomorrow.
Education Steps

8 p.m.
FACULTY ARTIST SERIES: VENTI DA
CAMERA
The program is called Classical
Period Works for Winds and Piano.
Members of the ensemble are John
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OPINION

"If you're weird, people might call you
'Taliban' or ask if you have anthrax."
Najwa Awad,a Palestinian-American student at J.E.B. Stuart High School in
Virginia, on the "terror humor" that students are using post-Sept. 11

What will it take to cancel classes?
Many University students woke up vesicrday and called 2SNOW, the University's phone
number to call and find out if
classes are canceled.
After the administration came
to its senses and eventually canceled Monday evenings classes,
a lot of students figured classes
would not be held yesterday
because weather conditions really had not changed.
The television news station's
lists of school and business clos-

ing at the bottom of the screen
was quite long. 1 lowever, one
place was not on that list:
Bowling Green State University.
Roads were still slushy and
slick, and the sidewalks on campus were a sheet of ice. Students
could very well have laced up a
pair of ice skates and skated to
class.
Conditions like these are very
dangerous whether a person is
walking or, especially, driving.
Unfortunately, the administration does not seem to care about

the safety of the students or the
faculty.
We at The BG News feel that
the administration takes for
granted that thousands of students live on campus and are
not too affected by the slick
walkways and roads. However,
there are thousands more affected by these weather conditions,
as well as hundreds of faculty
and staff.
A number of students commute to Bowling Green from
areas such as Toledo and

nTEHS TO THE EDITOR
Four-way stop
needed at Troup
and Clough St.
I am writing in response to the
recent article by Brian Mutter
that reported on the lack of a
four-way stop at the comer of
Troup and Clough St. I agree
with many points of the article
and am also in favor of posting a
. four-way stop, but I don't underj stand the explanation given bv
I Public Works Director Bill Blair.
! In the article, Mr. Blair is quoted
: as saying the placement of four'. way stops is based on traffic
; counts, and he implies that is
■ why there is no four-way on
i Troup St. Whereas I don't have
\' the hard data to prove it, I'm sure
■ that longtime residents and stu! dents such as myself will agree
; that the Troup-Clough intersec. tion sees many limes the
I amount of traffic as, say, the
• Crim-Clough four-way intersec! tion. For comparison, remember
| Troup St. is home to the School
. of Philosophy and Policy,
; NWOET, The Tucker Center for
Telecommunications, WBGUTV, Television and Learning
Services, access to parking parking Lots B and PX (faculty) and
lot 9 (short term resident parking). There are many reasons to
consider putting up a four-way
stop, as mentioned in the article,
mainly because it's one of the
only intersections on the east
side of Clough that doesnt have
a four-way, and many people
unintentionally assume out of
habit that oncoming traffic must
also stop. And although there are
signs at the intersection warning
that it is only a two-way stop,
wouldn't that money have been
better spent on stop signs anyway? Another reason to consider a four-way slop is the fact that
many students park on the fairly
unrestricted street as other lots
on campus fill up. The cars thai
line the streets during the day
make il increasingly hard to sec
oncoming traffic while traveling
on (lough, and you must pull
out far into the intersection to be
safe — which makes it very
unsafe for pedestrians and bike
riders who expect cars lo stop
before the sidewalk crossing. All
this would make a strong case, in
my opinion, to place a four-way
stop al the intersection of Troup
and Clough. Along with the
many safety issues that were
raised in Brian's article, it just
seems to make common sense
and would slay consistent. And
on this rare occasion, I could

assure the city that the people
thai live on Troup St. and the resident in general would actually
Ix1 happy that another stop sign

existed
KRIS KLING
STUDENT
I have never in my time here

Football should
be cut instead of
other teams
been as appalled by this
University as I am now. The decision to eliminate men's swimming and diving, tennis, and
indoor/outdoor track teams is
one of the stupidest excuses to
save money 1 have ever heard of.
Why eliminate sports that are
not gender biascd?Whyeliminate sports where our school has
consistently done well through
the years? Why eliminate these
four sports for any reason?
I lere is an idea for Paul Krebs.
Eliminate football. Football is the
only sport that is gender biased
in that (here is no varsity nor
intramural football team that is
female. I'm sure there are plenty
of girls who would like lo show
the guys what ihey are made of.
Also, football takes away 88
scholarships that could be going
to low income families who have
brilliant kids who would love to
have a higher education. Those
88 scholarships could be awarded for intelligence and hard work
and not for running down a 100yard field with a football and
grunting while you plummet
into other heavily padded men.
Football is not necessary to
have at a university. Wright State
functions perfectly with no football team. Our football field
could be used for many other
sports such as soccer, rugby,
lacrosse, and other sports which
take more talent and determination than football. Why does our
school have to fall into the
leagues of others like OSU who
revolve around this testosteroneladen sport? Why can we not
focus on the little guy and offer
sports like swimming and tennis?
One last Ihing: In a school
where we preach "cultural diversity," wouldn't it be wise to have
more sports with a more diverse
range of nationalities? Football
consists mainly of white and
African American males. No Mispanics, Chinese, lapanese, or
any other nation/race is featured
dominanllyin football. However,

other less-known sports do feature a more culturally diverse
learn. Why not give those 88
football scholarships lo someone
like a Chinese soccer player or
perhaps a latino track star?
Paul Krebs needs to be the
one who is "cut" due to his narrow-mindedness in this situation. Why not let Sidney Ribeau
go, too? I'm sure that many students and faculty would love to
see these two "make the cut."
BRENT UMINA
STUDENT

Cutting track
teams was a
big mistake
1 was shocked lo read that
BGSU will eliminate its men's
indoor and outdoor track teams
in order lo comply with Title IX.
First, I was surprised because
no attempt was made by BGSU
to save the programs by fund
raising. A former trackster at BG,
I continue to be heavily involved
in the program. No attempt was
made to raise funds from people
like me, one of their biggest fans.
The BG track alumni organization was never contacted. The
people most likely to open their
checkbooks in order to save the
program were simply ignored.
Second, I was surprised
because I know that BG will not
technically reap any scholarship
savings from this move, as they
will continue to field a crosscountry team. The NCAAs scholarship limits in these sports are
for indoor and outdoor track and
cross country combined! BG will
simply set a lower limit for its
cross country team than the
NCAA maximum, something it
could have done while still fielding a team.
Third, I was surprised that
only nine years after the Perry
Fieldhouse was built, half of its
tenants will be removed — even
while the students are still paying for il in their general fees.
And finally, I was surprised
that an institution that has made
an effort to be racially progressive eliminated the only black
head coach in the history of the
school
All BG students, and track fans
in general, should contact athletic director Paul Krebs and president Sidney Ribeau to lei them
know what a foolish mistake has
been made.
JESSE SQUIRE
Alumni

Perrysburg. Some of those students probably looked out the
window and said they were not
going to travel to Bowling Green
regardless of whether or not
classes were canceled. The more
dedicated students made the
trip, risking personal safety.
Other students who live in
Bowling Green rely on cars as
well. Many live in apartments
that are too far to walk, especially
in the cold weather that we had
yesterday.
While off-campus students

and commuting students and
faculty are most affected when
the University is not closed on a
day with inclement weather, oncampus students could be
affected as well.
As previously stated, the sidewalks on campus were very slick.
Students complained in classes
yesterday that they fell on the icy
ground while walking The
University should consider itself
lucky that no students fell and
did any serious damage to themselves.

While it is understandable that
the administration does not
want to close the University
unless it is absolutely necessary,
what is the definition of
absolutely necessary? Shouldn't
icy sidewalks and slick roads that
are even worse in Toledo be
enough?
Apparently, the administration
won't cancel classes until someone gets hurt or injured, and by
then, it is too late.

Students should appreciate funds
CHRIS
KELBLEY
Telling it
how it is
By now, most people are
aware that the University is having budget problems and, as a
result, is having to make culs to
programs campus-wide.
Budget problems are pan of
the reason the Athletic
Department recently had lo cut
four mens sports teams, and
academic departments have
had to make cuts as well. Many
students are rightfully upset
because of this and are looking
for someone to blame.
Whenever the University
announces another cut, it seems
like il also has lo remind us of
when Governor Taft announced
last year that higher education
would receive 6 percent less
funding. Even though when
many students hear this and
place the blame for our problems on the governor, that does
not mean everyone feels the
same way. Personally, I am not
the least bit angry at the state for
cutting funding to higher education. 1 feel very thankful that the
stale provides me with any
assistance at all and think we
should ask if the University is

spending our money wisely
before demanding thai the slate
give us more money.
First of all, before blaming the
budget problems on lack of
stale funding, perhaps we
should make sure the funds thai
we do have are being spent in
Ihe best possible way. Our faculty and staff are very underpaid,
but there seems to be no problem spending large amounts of
money on large projects such as
the Supemet and new Union.
Yes, they are both very neat and
will help make for a more enjoyable college experience, but
could part of the millions of dollars spent on those projects be
better spent keeping good
instructors and giving much
deserved pay raises?
Cost was one of the major
reasons 1 choose to attend a
state school, but that does not
mean 1 have the right to
demand that it give me more
funding. When I think about
how much I am paying lo gel a
college degree compared to if I
went to a private school, it
makes me feel kind of guilty that
Ohio's taxpayers are paying
some of my way. Do not misunderstand me; I never feel guilty
about paying money to the
University. In fact, I cannot think
of many things that can ruin a

good day lor me like seeing a
bursar bill in my mailbox, but
just because I do not like paying
my bills does not mean I should
demand that others pay them
for me.
I found it kind of rude last
month when 50,000 cards
signed by students that attend
the stale universities saying that
they were "appalled and insulted" that the state would not give
them more funding were delivered to the State Capitol. Il
reminds me of how a spoiled
child would aci when il receives
one less present than it is used
to getting for their birthday. lust
as it is not up to a child how
many presents it should receive,
it is not right for us lo poul and
demand that we gel more funding.
You will never see 50,000 students take the lime to send
lhank-you cards lo the state for
the funding that they do receive,
but you will always be able to
find people that demand more
and more handouts. A college
education can be more than
affordable if people are willing
lo work hard, stop looking for
others to pay their way, and
appreciate the help that they are
already getting. I know because I
am doing exactly that.

Damaged roads killed students
DAVID
COOPER
Guest Column
As a Kcntuckian, I want to
offer my sincere condolences
for the terrible tragedy which
happened last week near my
hometown of Lexington. The
people of Kentucky have been
deeply saddened by the loss of
your friends.
Unfortunately, this type of
tragedy is not uncommon in
Kentucky. Kentucky has one of
the highest pcr-capila death
rales for automobile accidents
in the United Stales, according
lo the National Safety Council.
There are many reasons: We
have a hilly terrain, and traffic
enforcement by the Kentucky
State Police is weak. We also
have an "anti-tax" mentality that
has resulted in an extremely
light stale budget for road
improvements.
But instead of spending our
budget wisely on improvements
in highway safety, Kentucky
squanders its limited funds

repairing roads damaged by
overloaded coal trucks.
For example, il is common
knowledge that virtually all coal
trucks in Kentucky carry loads
that are nearly twice the legal
weight limit. On Dec. 23.2001,
the Lexington Herald-leader
revealed that in [he past five
years, Kentucky has spent an
additional $50 million repairing
damage caused by overloaded
coal trucks on one road alone —
US 23 in Eastern Kentucky. Even
though some trucks carry as
much as 220,000 pounds of coal
(the legal limit is 126,000
pounds), enforcement officers
look the other way, or the
charges are dismissed in court.
For a small fraction of thai
$50 million, a properly-designed
guard rail in the median of 171
could have been installed years
ago, and possibly your friends
would be alive today. Instead,
the money went to subsidize big
coal companies who are breaking the law.
What is the response of our
Kentucky state government to
the problem? Our Governor
Paul Patton, a millionaire coal

baron fiom Pikeville, Ky., is part
of the problem. In 1997, Gov.
Pal ion (old a group of coal
haulers al a Holiday Inn in
Hazard, KY, "I think it's fair to say
I never contracted lo have a
load of coal hauled legally, and I
doubt many of you have, either."
These overloaded trucks have
destroyed our roads for years,
and ihey pose a great danger to
the safety of any motorist travelling through Kentucky.
I read that there have been
several memorial services on
campus in the pasi week. As
well as remembering your
friends, I hope lhal those who
care about preventing tragedies
like this in the future will write
to Governor Palton and urge
him lo make highway safety a
priority in Ihe future. Safe
Kentucky highways would be
the best memorial of all for your
friends.
You can send your letters to:
Gov. Paul Patton
700 Capitol Ave. Suite 100
Frankfort. KY40601
David Cooper is from
lexington, Ky.
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MAN CONVICTED FOR KILLING WIFE
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) — A man was convicted yesterday of killing his ex-wife hours after they and another
woman were featured on a "Jerry Springer Show"
episode about secret mistresses. Ralf Panitz, 42, was
found guilty of second-degree murder in the July 2000
slaying of Nancy Campbell-Panitz, 52.

NATION

Some see potential opportunities for church
By David Crary
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — For Roman
Catholic dissidents who want
women and married men in the
priesthood, the sex abuse scandal
now shaking the church is a golden opportunity bearing a "handle
with care" label.
Though wary of seeming
exploitive, liberal activists believe
the crisis is creating ferment that
makes their long-sought goals
more plausible than ever — even
if conservatives still predict they'll
fail.
"The pedophilia scandal is not
anything we want to be seen as
capitalizing on," said Erin Hartley
of the Women's Ordination
Conference. "But sometimes
great joy and rebirth comes out of
great suffering."
The ordination conference, like
several other liberal Catholic
groups, kept a low profile during
the scandal's early stages. On
Monday, however, the sex-abuse
problem figured prominently in
protests marking World Day of
Prayer for Wfomen's Ordination.
"This is an opportunity to
break the silence on a number of
issues that people around the
world have concerns with,"
Hanley said. "A lot of Catholics
who've been upset with the

church but were fearful of speaking up are finally saying, This isn't
right."
Leaders of the group CORPUS,
which advocates a more inclusive
priesthood, said their reaction to
the scandal was cautious yet
determined.
"Just as you wouldn't want to
injure a wounded animal, there's
a concern about using this as an
opportunity for what people
might consider cheap shots," said
the group's vice president, Russ
DitzeL
But CORPUS cited the scandal
in a recent statement urging the
church to end a "conspiracy of
silence" and become more
accountable.
"We don't want to build the
need for reform on the scandal
and the heartache itself," said
Anthony Padovano, one of the
group's founders. "There should
be married clergy and women
clergy even if there's not a single
problem with celibacy."
Padovano, who left the active
priesthood after getting married,
contended that the pivotal issue
in the scandal is really abuse of
power by church leaders.
"You
could
eliminate
pedophilia from all levels of the
priesthood, and still not change
anything that is essentially wrong

seniop essay
contesT

with the structure itself," he said.
"We need a church that's much
more open than it is now."
Sister Maureen Fiedler, co-host
of an interfaith radio talk show
and a leading advocate of ordaining women, said the scandal rein forced her doubts about the
church's insistence on all-male
leadership.
"Statistically speaking, women
are almost never pedophiles or
sexual abusers, so if you wanted a
priesthood that was not as likely
to have sexual abuse, opening it
to women clearly would do that,"
she said.
"But the primary reason to
ordain women isn't to create a
non-abuse culture — it's to have
justice for women."
William Donohue, who as
president of the conservative
Catholic League often defends
traditional church doctrine, said
the liberal groups represented
only a fringe of American
Catholics and would fail in their
quest for sweeping change.
"They'll try to seize the
moment," he said. "But when the
next pope comes in, and they find
Associated Press Photo
he's not going to make the church ABUSED: Gary Garland addresses members of the media outside the Rhode Island Statehouse yesterinto the template for their day. Garland alleged he was sexually abused by a Boston Catholic priest.
demands, they'll cut and run."
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For Rent

517 E. REED - Al Thutstfn. One Bedroom, 1 Bath. Furnished or
Unfurnished School Year • Two Person Rale - $540 no
One Year • Two Person Rate - $450.00
521 F_ MERRY- Close lo Offenhauer Furnished one bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685 00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $570.00

451 THTJRST1N- Across from OITenhauer. Furnished Efficiencies
with full balh
School Year- One Person Rale- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rale $340.00.
505 CLOUCH - Campus Manor. Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath
Plus Vanity School Year - TWo Person Rale • $650.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum.
School Year One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $365 00
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person • $350.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Fum or Unfum.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $59000
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
H7.5 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $620 00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $520.00

DUOJBU

Two Bedrooms Furnished I 1/2 BathsSchool Year - Two Person Rate - $625 00
One Year - Two Person Rale $515 00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Balh. Vanity In Hall.
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rale $560.00
One Year-Furnished - TWo Person Rate - $470.00
HQ2 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. I Balh Plus Vanity.
School Year - Furnished • Two Person Rate - $610 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
M0-MQ SIXJM - Roc* Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale - $640.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530 00
■41 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $550 00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00
724 S. College - Cambridge Commons Two Bedroom Unfurnished,
I 1/2 Baths, Dishwashers School Year - Two Person Rale - $640 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00
We have many other units available. Stop In the Mental
Office for a complete brochure..
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Service held to honor students Woman in prison
for killing father

MEMORIAL FROM PAGE 1
David McCarthy, father of
Sara, read a couple of letters that
had been sent to his family.
Within these letters, it was
apparent that she had touched
many lives. The content
expressed McCarthy's touch of
kindness.
McCarthy's tribute concluded
with a moving poem read by her
younger sister. A letter from
Hedlund's first best friend,
Laura, was read in her honor.
The letter expressed how special Hedlund was and told how
she was "surrounded by many
people who loved her."
A friend spoke in honor of
Ross. He spoke of her extreme

kindness towards people and
value of friendship.
"Her goal was to help comfort
people and ultimately enjoy
their company," he said. "She
should inspire you to have a life
filled with smiles, hand shakes,
and hugs."
Beth Bakker, mother of
Andrea, gave a heartfelt thank
you to those who have helped
her and her family through this
terrible time. After a very moving
speech, Bakker concluded on
these words: "Every time you talk
to your mother and father, tell
them you love them because
that's what my angel did."
Ahler's
whole
family
approached the podium as her

father thanked the University,
family and friends, and reminisced about his daughter.
After the individual presentations for each of the girts, the Chi
Omega Sorority made a special
presentation. Each member
placed flowers in front of the
portraits of Ahlers and Bakker.
The end of the presentation
included putting flowers under
the remaining four portraits and
a song.
At the conclusion of their presentation, Cathy Black performed "I'm Still Here." As she
sung to the audience, emotions
continued to flow. Sister Mary
Kuhlman from St. Thomas More
University Parish expressed a

Prof speaks on values
VALUES, FROM PAGE 1
ing up a glass. He said every part
of the glass shared the same
function and therefore got the
job done. Once the glass was
dropped and broke apart into
separate pieces, it no longer
served its purpose.
"Any
university without
shared procedural values is broken; it doesn't mean anything,"
he said.
To further illustrate his point
that a lack of values in a classroom setting can be harmful,
Browne showed four vignettes of
classroom conversations.

The first one debated which
values were most important in
the case of school safety. Was
safety a higher value or privacy?
The professor in the vignette
was not open to debate and
demanded that one view, privacy, was correct. This put a
damper on class discussion.
The next two vignettes depicted professors who did not allow
the discussion of values to come
into the classroom, which also
hurt topic discussion.
According to Browne, ignoring values completely can be
harmful because students want
to learn about who they are and

what they stand for.
"There's a responsibility we're
not paying attention to," he said.
"Students yearn for guidance."
The final vignette showed a
classroom with an open discussion of values. Everyone spoke
and shared ideas.
Browne said this is the best
scenario for society, that strong
discussion and new ideas can
come from talking about values
and having values.
"Our society needs the energy
that comes from the discussion
of values," he said. "(Values) are
constitutive of what it means to
be at a university."

closing prayer. The ceremony
concluded with two songs sung
by the University Women's
Chorus.
This is a tragedy that has not
been easy to cope with, but last
night was a step. It is unimaginable to feel the pain of the family
members and close friends.
There was an emphasis on
friendship last night and its
importance. Friendship is something that many of us take
advantage of. These girls are an
example of why you should
value it.
Their roommate finished her
tribute by saying, "They were
hand-picked by God, six beautiful angels."

1Mt ASSOCIATED PRESS

AKRON, Ohio — A woman
who unknowingly struck and
killed her father while driving
home from a New Year's Eve party
was sentenced to two years in
prison.
Mildred Van Meter, 32, of
Coventry Township, had a bloodalcohol content of 0.215 percent
— more than double the legal
limit — the night she killed her
father, Kenneth, 54, of Green.
Van Meter pleaded guilty to
charges of aggravated vehicular
homicide, hit-skip, DUI and dri-

Quake rocks Afghanistan
QUAKE, FROM PAGE 1
ter to the area, where 80 percent of
the families had been targeted
before the quake to receive wheat
from the World Food Program.
Borne said she expected villagers from even more remote
regions to arrive in district centers
by donkey or on foot in coming
days, seeking help and bringing
word of additional damage and
casualties.
The only good news, she said,
was the weather. "It is cold, but
there is no rain or snow, and people are either sleeping at relatives'

homes or are sheltering in the
rubble."
An aftershock hit the region
yesterday evening, reinforcing
fears of going back inside poorly
constructed houses. Many people
were sleeping outdoors, the U.N.
spokesman said, with temperatures expected to remain above
freezing, in the 40s.
"The water situation is an issue
of concern. However, the river is
still flowing, and villagers have
access to it," the spokesman said.
Afghan Defense Ministry official Mira Jan said 600 bodies had

Arthur Andersen CEO Berardino resigns
By Dave Carpenter
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO—Arthur Andersen
chief executive Joseph Berardino
resigned Tuesday, bowing to
mounting pressure as a result of
the accounting film's role in the
Enron scandal.
His announcement came four
days after former Federal Reserve
chairman Paul Volcker urged top
management to step aside so he
can install and head an independent board in a last-ditch plan to
save the company.

Berardino disclosed his decision as Andersen partners, in
internal company e-mails,
stepped up pressure on him to
quit. He said he would remain in
charge until a successor is chosen.
"I felt 1 had to take this step
today to put an exclamation
point behind the voices of our
people, to say that we are serious
and we're a serious firm that
deserves to continue here in the
United States," Berardino told
CNN.

Yet of the 89-year-old firm, he
said: "We're in deep stress."
The key element of Volcker's
plan is the dismissal of a federal
indictment against Andersen
alleging obstruction of justice for
destroying Enron-related documents. The Justice Department
has not said whether it would
consider such a move.
Andersen has lost more than
70 clients this year and overseas
affiliates have been bolting to
rival firms. Industry experts are
doubtful whether Volcker's plan

ving with a suspended license.
Before prosecutors agreed to
offer a plea bargain, she passed a
lie detector test showing that she
did not knowingly strike her
father.
Mildred Van Meter was drinking with her boyfriend and father
at a members-only bar in
Barberton on New Year's Eve.
After midnight, Kenneth Van
Meter left the club to walk home.
Mildred Van Meter got into an
argument with her boyfriend and
left in his black Dodge Ram truck
a short time later.

or any other can prevent the firm
from folding.
Volcker, who heads an oversight committee charged with
making sweeping reforms at the
company, has said a cap must be
placed on Andersen's financial
liability from the Enron scandal if
it is to survive.
The firm suffered another
blow Tuesday as the Securities
and Exchange Commission said
in a court filing that Andersen
was involved in a scheme that
allowed former executives of

Waste Management Inc. to
inflate earnings by $1.7 billion.
Last year, Andersen paid a $7
million fine to settle an SEC suit
accusing it of issuing false and
misleading audit reports that
inflated Waste Management's
earnings from 1993 to 1996.
Andersen's 1,700 partners
have been urging Berardino to
resign, according to several partners
interviewed
Tuesday.
Retired partners also have been
pushing for his ouster in hopes it
can help keep Andersen afloat"

been recovered. Kabul television
reported that 12,000 yards of
white cloth had been sent to wrap
the dead from the second fatal
earthquake in the area this
month.
Many people in the rural region
were at home when the quake
struck about 7:30 p.m. Monday,
accounting for the high death toll,
officials said.
The U.S. Geological Survey said
the quake was relatively shallow
— about 40 miles beneath the
surface — meaning it had the
power to cause more damage.

Suit filed
for slaves
REPARATIONS, FROM PAGE 1
was identified as Deadria FarmerPaellmann, who said that she
went to law school with the goal of
eventuaUy suing for damages as a
result of slavery.
She said as many as 60 companies had cooperated with her five
years of research and provided
documents showing how they
had assisted the institution of
slavery.

The BG News is now hiring...
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• Graphic Designers
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ITS WANTS DEPTS TO REMOVE OLD PHONES

CAMPUS

Information Technology Services has announced that
it will be picking up old telephones no longer used by
offices on campus. Departmens are being asked to
assign a designated area for the phones and store
them there until ITS picks them up. Contact ITS at 20999 to arrange pick-up.

BGNEWS

Q&A with President Sidney Ribeau

BRIEFING
Local gas chain
changing ownership

By Kimberty Dupps
THE BG NEWS

The Sterling Milk
Company, which has Sterling
Convenience Stores located
in Northwest Ohio, including
the location on East Wooster
St. and North Enterprise, has
been bought by Nesnah
Ventures, Inc., of Holmen,
Wisconsin.
According to Nesnah partner and president Garry
Hayes in a press release
statement, "With the purchase of the Sterling Milk
Company, Nesnah Ventures
has competed a lengthy and
thorough search for an established, high-quality convenience store company that
has been built on principles
of good people, quality products and customer commitment."
Nesnah Venture's owns
businesses focused on convenience, other specialty
retail stores, elhanol production and distribution, wholesale gasoline distribution and
human resources services
and support.
The purchase does not
mean that Sterling will be out
of business or undergo a
name change.
"Plans for growth of the
Sterling business are immediate and far-reaching and
will certainly provide opportunities for great people to
grow as part of the new
Sterling family," said Brian
Kocnig, president and chief
operating officer of Sterling,
in a press release.
The transaction was concluded Monday.

Q (BG News): How does the
University decide when to cancel
classes because of bad weather?
A (Ribeau):"It'sajudgmentcall.
There is no formula that we use."
Ribeau said that the campus
police chief meets with the
University cabinet. The chief
brings to the meeting reports
from the state highway patrol and
weather services for Wood
County and the surrounding
areas.
Q: How does the University
handle tragedies like the deaths
of the six students during Spring
Break?
A: "In this particular case, there
is a crisis management team that
operates out of student affairs. It

President Sidney Ribeau

is a group that is trained in how to
work with people in tragedy situations."
He said the crisis team was
mobilized the Saturday and were
in the residence halls Sunday
prior to the return of students.
Q: How do you think the media
handled the student tragedy?
A: "There is a fine balance
between reporting and intruding.
It was an issue to not violate the
privacy of those who were
mourning."
Q: Why was the athletic
Department so far in debt that it
had to cut four teams?
A: "It was an attempt to give
them a chance to balance the
budget. We were trying to avoid
what eventually happened. The
deficit predates me."

He added that it was "painful to
eliminate something that was a
part of the community."
Also, he said there was hope
that the department could generate money by having football play
big schools like Ohio State.
Q: Has there been a backlash
from
the
Mid-American
Conference since the four athletic teams were cut?
A "No, because they understand the financial reality."
Q: Do you have an idea of how
much tuition will be increased
for the upcoming school year?
A "We will discuss that at the
next board (of trustees) meeting,
which is in May. I know that it is
going up because of budget cuts.
The s6 percent budget reduction
was not just for last year but this

year.
Q: There have been rumors
floating around campus that
next year will be your last year at
the University. How do you
respond to this suggestion?
A "There is nowhere for me to
go. lhave no concrete plans. I
have been here for seven years,
and there are some things here
that I would like to see completed."
Q: What projects are you working on right now?
A "I am working on raising
more money for endowed scholarships. I want to ensure that students who want an education
can afford to do so.

Graduate Student Senate at 3722426.

RESIDENCE LIFE SPEAKER- BRUCE
B0GUSKI
Bruce Boguski is a motivational
speaker For more information contact
Nicole Ramsey at 372-8397
Olscamp W1A

Bentley, oboe, Kevin Schempl, clarinet,
Nancy Lutes, bassoon and Rosemaiy

7:30 p.m.
FARGO
UAO Presents: Coen Brothers Film
Series The Most Visionary and
Idiosyncratic Filmmakers of the 20th
Century. They create films that pay
tribute to American movie genres,
especially film noir.
Gish Theatre

9 p.m.-lO p.m.
MACROMEDIA FLASH FOR BEGIN-

8 p.m.
FACULTY ARTIST SERIES: VENTI DA
CAMERA
The program is called Classical
Period Works for Winds and Piano.
Members of the ensemble are lohn

TBA
CRU-A-IHON
CRU will hold a promotional event
to advertise the group today and
tomorrow.
Education Steps

CAMPUS EVENTS
TODAY:

10a.m.-4 p.m.
B1A SENIOR THESIS EXHIBITION I
The culminating exhibitions lor
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students
at the Baccalaureate level, these exhibitions showcase series of works by
each ol the artists Contact: Jaqueline
S. Nathan, gallery director, 372-8525.
Willard Wankleman Gallery, Fine Arts
Center

10 a m.-4 p.m
MFA SENIOR THESIS EXHIBITION I
The culminating exhibitions lor
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students
at the Masters level, these exhibitions
showcase series ol works by each ol
the artists. Contact: Jaqueline S.
Nathan, gallery director, 372-8525
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

10a.m.-3 p.m.
ADA INFORMATION TABLE
Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring the
fundraiser lor ADA
Bonen-Thompson Student Union

Olscamp 101A

10 a m.-4 p.m.
DELTA SIGMA PI PLEDGES RAFFLE
You can win a DVD player and various prizes from Bowling Green companies.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
ACTIVE CHRISTIANS T00AY
ACT is having a promotion for the
organization.
Education Steps
1130 a.m.-l p.m.
GSS RESEARCH PAPER PRESENTATION
For more information contact

noon-4 p m.
ANIME IN NORTHWEST OHIO
Anime is sponsoring an information
table. Prizes are available, including
DVD's, posters, CDs and more. Tickets
will be 50 cents each or three for $1.
Bowen- Thompson Student Union
2 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
EMPOWERMENT GROUP
Student support group lor women
survivors of abusive dating relationships. The group is for women al all
stages of recovery and confidentiality
is emphasized Contact: Deidra
Bennett at 372-2190.
Location TBA
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

Williams, horn. This is free and open
to the public
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

NERS- CREATIVE WEB ANIMATION
This is the seventh workshop in the
web senes workshops offered by the
Visual Communications Technology
Organization at BGSU. It is a free
workshop.
Media 100 lab, 2nd floor Tech Building
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OPINION

"If you're weird, people might call you
'Taliban'or ask if you have anthrax."
Najwa Awad, a Palestinian-American student at J.E.B. Stuart High School in
Virginia, on the "terror humor" that students are using post-Sept 11.

What will it take to cancel classes?
Many University students woke up yestcr-.
day and called 2SNOW, the University's phone
number to call and find out if
classes are canceled.
After the administration came
to its senses and eventually canceled Monday evenings classes,
a lot of students figured classes
would not be held yesterday
because weather conditions really had not changed.
The television news station's
lists of school and business clos-

ing at the bottom of the screen
was quite long. However, one
place was not on that list:
Bowling Green State University.
Roads were still slushy and
slick, and the sidewalks on campus were a sheet of ice. Students
could very well have laced up a
pair of ice skates and skated to
class.
Conditions like these are very
dangerous whether a person is
walking or, especially, driving.
Unfortunately, the administration does not seem to care about

the safety of the students or die
faculty.
We at The BG News feel that
the administration takes for
granted that thousands of students live on campus and arc
not too affected by the slick
walkways and roads. However,
there are thousands more affected by these weather conditions,
as well as hundreds of faculty
and staff.
A number of students commute to Bowling Green from
areas such as Toledo and

JXimSTO TIIE EDITOR
\

Four-way stop
needed at Troup
and Clough St.
I am writing in response to the
recent article by Brian Mutter
that reported on the lack of a
four-way stop at the comer of
Troup and Clough St. I agree
with many points of the article
and am also in favor of |x>sting a
four-way stop, but I don't understand the explanation given bv
Public Works Director Bill Blair.
In the article, Mr. Blair is quoted
as saying the placement of fourway stops is based on traffic
counts, and he implies that is
why there is no four-way on
Troup St. Whereas I don't have
' the hard data to prove it, I'm sure
that longtime residents and students such as myself will agree
that the Troup-Clough intersection sees many times the
amount of traffic as, say, the
Crim-Clough four-way intersection. For comparison, remember
Troup St. is home to the School
of Philosophy and Policy,
NWOET, The Tucker Center for
Telecommunications, WBCUTV, Television and Learning
Services, access to parking parking Lots B and PX (faculty) and
Lot 9 (short term resident parking). There are many reasons to
consider putting up a four-way
stop, as mentioned in the article,
mainly because it's one of the
only intersections on the east
side of Clough that doesn't have
a four-way, and many people
unintentionally assume out of
habit that oncoming traffic must
also stop. And although there are
signs at the intersection warning
that it is only a two-way stop,
wouldn't that money have been
belter spent on stop signs anyway? Another reason to consider a four-way stop is the fact that
many students park on the fairly
unrestricted street as other lots
on campus fill up. The cars that
line the streets during the day
make it increasingly hard to sec
oncoming traffic while traveling
on Clough. and you must pull
out far into the intersection to be
safe — which makes it very
unsafe for pedestrians and bike
riders who expect cars to stop
before the sidewalk crossing. All
this would make a strong case, in
my opinion, to place a four-way
stop at the intersection of Troup
and Clough. Along with the
many safely issues that were
raised in Brian's article, it just
seems to make common sense
and would stay consistent. And
on this rare occasion, I could

assure the city that the people
that live on Troup St. and the residents in general would actually
be happy that another stop sign
existed.
KRIS KLING
STUDENT
I have never in my time here

Football should
be cut instead of
other teams

other less-known sports do feature a more culturally diverse
team. Why not give those 88
football scholarships to someone
like a Chinese soccer player or
perhaps a I al inn track star?
Paul Krebs needs to be the
one who is "cut" due to his narrow-mindedness in this situation. Why not let Sidney Ribeau
go, too? I'm sure that many students and faculty would love to
see these two "make the cut."
BRENT UMINA
STUDENT

Cutting track
teams was a
big mistake

been as appalled by this
University as I am now. The decision to eliminate men's swimming and diving, tennis, and
indoor/outdoor track teams is
one of the stupidest excuses to
save money 1 have ever heard of.
Why eliminate sports that are
not gender biased? Why eliminate sports where our school has
consistently done well through
the years?Whyeliminate these
four sports for any reason?
Here is an idea for Paul Krebs.
Eliminate football. Football is the
only sport that is gender biased
in that there is no varsity nor
intramural football team that is
female. I'm sure there are plenty
of girls who would like to show
the guys what they are made of.
Also, football takes away 88
scholarships that could be going
to low income families who have
brilliant kids who would love to
have a higher education. Those
88 scholarships could be awarded for intelligence and hard work
and not for running down a 100yard field with a football and
grunting while you plummet
into other heavily padded men.
Football is not necessary to
have at a university. Wright State
functions perfectly with no football team. Our football field
could be used for many other
sports such as soccer, rugby,
lacrosse, and other sports which
take more talent and determination than football. Why does our
school have to fall into the
leagues of others like OSU who
revolve around this testosteroneladen sport? Why can wc not
focus on the little guy and offer
sports like swimming and tennis?
One last thing; In a school
where we preach "cultural diversity," wouldn't it be wise to have
more sports with a more diverse
range of nationalities? Football
consists mainly of white and
African American males. No Hispanics, Chinese, lapanese, or
any other nation/race is featured
dominantlv in football. However.

I was shocked to read that
BGSU will eliminate its men's
indoor and outdoor track teams
in order to comply with Title DC
First, 1 was surprised because
no altempt was made by BGSU
to save the programs by fund
raising. A former trackster at BG,
I continue to be heavily involved
in the program. No attempt was
made to raise funds from people
like me, one of their biggest fans.
The BG track alumni organization was never contacted. The
people most likely to open their
checkbooks in order to save the
program were simply ignored.
Second, I was surprised
because 1 know that BG will not
technically reap any scholarship
savings from this move, as they
will continue to field a crosscountry team. The NCAAs scholarship limits in these sports are
for indoor and outdoor track and
cross country combined! BG will
simply set a lower limit for its
cross country team than the
NCAA maximum, something it
could have done while still fielding a team.
Third, I was surprised that
only nine years after the Perry
Fieldhouse was built, half of its
tenants will be removed — even
while the students are still paying for il in their general fees.
And finally, I was surprised
that an institution that has made
an effort to be racially progressive eliminated the oniy black
head coach in the history of the
school.
All BG students, and track fans
in general, should contact athletic director Paul Krebs and president Sidney Ribeau to let them
know what a foolish mistake has
been made.
JESSE SQUIRE
Alumni

Perrysburg. Some of those students probably looked out the
window and said they were not
going to travel to Bowling Green
regardless of whether or not
classes were canceled. The more
dedicated students made the
trip, risking personal safety.
Other students who live in
Bowling Green rely on cars as
well. Many live in apartments
that are too far to walk, especially
in the cold weather that we had
yesterday.
While off-campus students

and commuting students and
faculty are most affected when
the University is not closed on a
day with inclement weather, oncampus students could be
affected as well.
As previously stated, the sidewalks on campus were very slick
Students complained in classes
yesterday that they fell on the icy
ground while walking. The
University should consider itself
lucky that no students fell and
did any serious damage to themselves.

Students should appreciate funds
CHRIS
KELBLEY
Telling il
how il is
By now, most people are
aware that the University is having budget problems and, as a
result, is having to make cuts to
programs campus-wide.
Budget problems are part of
the reason the Athletic
Department recently had to cut
four mens sports teams, and
academic departments have
had to make cuts as well. Many
students are rightfully upset
because of this and are looking
for someone to blame.
Whenever the University
announces another cut, it seems
like it also has to remind us of
when Governor Taft announced
last year that higher education
would receive 6 percent less
funding. Even though when
many students hear this and
place the blame for our problems on the governor, that does
not mean everyone feels the
same way. Personally, I am not
the least bit angry at the state for
cutting funding to higher education. I feel very thankful that the
state provides me with any
assistance at all and think we
should ask if the University is

spending our money wisely
before demanding that the state
give us more money.
First of all, before blaming the
budget problems on lack of
state funding, perhaps we
should make sure the funds that
we do have are being spent in
the best possible way. Our faculty and staff are very underpaid,
but there seems to be no problem spending large amounts of
money on large projects such as
the Supemet and new Union.
Yes, they are both very neat and
will help make for a more enjoyable college experience, but
could part of the millions of dollars spent on those projects be
better spent keeping good
instructors and giving much
deserved pay raises?
Cost was one of the major
reasons I choose to attend a
state school, but that does not
mean 1 have the right to
demand that it give me more
funding. When I think about
how much I am paying to gel a
college degree compared to if 1
went to a private school, il
makes me feel kind of guilty that
Ohio's taxpayers are paying
some of my way. Do not misunderstand me; I never feel guilty
about paying money lo the
University. In fact, I cannot think
of many things that can ruin a

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

DAVID
COOPER
Guest Column
As a Kentuckian, I want to
offer my sincere condolences
for the terrible tragedy which
happened last week near my
hometown of Lexington. The
people of Kentucky have been
deeply saddened by the loss of
your friends.
Unfortunately, this type of
tragedy is not uncommon in
Kentucky. Kentucky has one of
the highest per-capita death
rates for automobile accidents
in the United Stales, according
to the National Safety Council.
There are many reasons: We
have a hilly terrain, and traffic
enforcement by the Kentucky
Slate Police is weak We also
have an "anti-tax" mentality thai
has resulted in an extremely
tight state budget for road
improvements.
But instead of spending our
budget wisely on improvements
in highway safety, Kentucky
squanders its limited funds

repairing roads damaged by
overloaded coal trucks.
For example, it is common
knowledge that virtually all coal
trucks in Kentucky carry loads
that are nearly twice the legal
weight limit. On Dec. 23,2001,
the Lexington Herald-leader
revealed that in the past five
years, Kentucky has spent an
additional S50 million repairing
damage caused by overloaded
coal trucks on one road alone —
US 23 in Eastern Kentucky. Even
though some trucks carry as
much as 220,000 pounds of coal
((he legal limit is 126,000
pounds), enforcement officers
look the other way, or the
charges are dismissed in court.
For a small fraction of that
$50 million, a properly-designed
guard rail in the median of 171
could have been installed years
ago, and possibly your friends
would be alive today. Instead,
the money went to subsidize big
coal companies who are breaking the law.
What is the response of our
Kentucky state government to
the problem? Our Governor
Paul Patton, a millionaire coal

You can send your letters to:
Gov. Paul Patton
700 Capitol Ave. Suite 100
Frankfort. KY 40601
David Cooper is from
Lexington, Ky
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baron fiorn Pikeville, Ky, is part
of the problem. In 1997, Gov.
Patton told a group of coal
haulers al a Holiday Inn in
Hazard, KY, "I think it's fair to say
I never contracted to have a
load of coal hauled legally, and I
doubt many of you have, either."
These overloaded trucks have
destroyed our roads for years,
and they pose a great danger to
the safety of any motorist travelling through Kentucky.
I read lhal there have been
several memorial services on
campus in the past week As
well as remembering your
friends, I hope lhat those who
care aboul preventing tragedies
like this in the future will write
to Governor Patton and urge
him to make highway safety a
priority in the future. Safe
Kentucky highways would be
the best memorial of all for your
friends.

MARIE CHICHE, CO-NEWS EDITOR

doubt, it Write us and let us know
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good day lor me like seeing a
bursar bill in my mailbox, but
just because I do not like paying
my bills does noi mean I should
demand that others pay them
for me.
I found it kind of rude last
month when 50.000 cards
signed by students that attend
the stale universities saying that
they were "appalled and insulted" lhal the state would not give
them more funding were delivered lo the Slate Capitol. It
reminds me of how a spoiled
child would act when it receives
one less present than it is used
to getting for their birthday, lust
as it is not up to a child how
many presents it should receive,
it is not right for us lo pout and
demand lhal we gel more funding.
You will never see 50,000 students take the lime to send
i hank -\ mi cards lo the stale for
(he funding thai ihey do receive,
but you will always be able lo
find people that demand more
and more handouts. A college
education can be more than
affordable if people are willing
lo work hard, stop looking for
others to pay their way, and
appreciate the help that they are
already gening. I know because I
am doing exactly thai.

Damaged roads killed students

Submission policy
Do you agree with all of this? \\e

While it is understandable that
the administration does not
want to close the University
unless it is absolutely necessary,
what is the definition of
absolutely necessary? Shouldn't
icy sidewalks and slick roads that
are even worse in Toledo be
enough?
Apparently, the administration
won't cancel classes until someone gets hurt or injured, and by
then, it is too late.
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MAN CONVICTED FOR KILLING WIFE
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) — A man was convicted yesterday of killing his ex-wife hours after they and another
woman were featured on a "Jerry Springer Show"
episode about secret mistresses. Ralf Panitz, 42, was
found guilty of second-degree murder in the July 2000
slaying of Nancy Campbell-Panitz, 52.

NATION

Some see potential opportunities for church
By David Crary
THE ISSOCUJEO PRESS

NEW YORK — For Roman
Catholic dissidents who want
women and married men in the
priesthood, the sex abuse scandal
now shaking the church is a golden opportunity bearing a "handle
with care" label.
Though wary of seeming
exploitive, liberal activists believe
the crisis is creating ferment that
makes their long-sought goals
more plausible than ever — even
if conservatives still predict they'll
fail.
"The pedophilia scandal is not
anything we want to be seen as
capitalizing on," said Erin Hanley
of the Women's Ordination
Conference. "But sometimes
great joy and rebirth comes out of
great suffering"
The ordination conference, like
several other liberal Catholic
groups, kept a low profile during
the scandal's early stages. On
Monday, however, the sex-abuse
problem figured prominently in
protests marking World Day of
Prayer for Women's Ordination.
"This is an opportunity to
break the silence on a number of
issues that people around the
world have concerns with,"
Hanley said. "A lot of Catholics
who've been upset with the

church but weie fearful of speaking up are finally saying, This isn't
right."
Leaders of the group CORPUS,
which advocates a more inclusive
priesthood, said their reaction to
the scandal was cautious yet
determined.
"Just as you wouldn't want to
injure a wounded animal, there's
a concern about using this as an
opportunity for what people
might consider cheap shots," said
the group's vice president, Russ
Ditzel.
But CORPUS cited the scandal
in a recent statement urging the
church to end a "conspiracy of
silence" and become more
accountable.
"We dont want to build the
need for reform on the scandal
and the heartache itself." said
Anthony Padovano, one of the
group's founders. "There should
be married clergy and women
clergy even if there's not a single
problem with celibacy."
Padovano, who left the active
priesthood after getting manned,
contended that the pivotal issue
in the scandal is really abuse of
power by church leaders.
"You
could
eliminate
pedophilia from all levels of the
priesthood, and still not change
anything that is essentially wrong

senior? essay
contesT

with the structure itself," he said.
"We need a church that's much
more open than it is now."
Sister Maureen Fiedler, co-host
of an interfaith radio talk show
and a leading advocate of ordaining women, said the scandal rein forced her doubts about the
church's insistence on all-male
leadership.
"Statistically speaking, women
are almost never pedophiles or
sexual abusers, so if you wanted a
priesthood that was not as likely
to have sexual abuse, opening it
to women clearly would do that,"
she said.
"But the primary reason to
ordain women isn't to create a
non-abuse culture — it's to have
justice for women."
William Donohue, who as
president of the conservative
Catholic League often defends
traditional church doctrine, said
the liberal groups represented
only a fringe of American
Catholics and would fail in their
quest for sweeping change.
"They'll try to seize the
moment," he said. "But when the
next pope comes in, and they find
Associated Press Ptwto
he's not going to make the church ABUSED: Gary Garland addresses members of the media outside the Rhode Island Statehouse yesterinto the template for their day. Garland alleged he was sexually abused by a Boston Catholic priest.
demands, they'll cut and run."

Acoustic Jam
at
Bmwst(iGrs
Jeremy
Culpepper
with

Open to any senior graduating in May,
August or December 2002. write a 250
words or less essay, describing an experience here
at BGSU that has enhanced your college career.
AII

essays are due April 8th by 5 pm at

the Mileti Alumni Center.

Mnnagcmcnl Inc.

2002/2003 LISTING
Signing Leases NOW

Coming For
August 16th MOVE IN

Brand New Hillsdale
1082 Fairview Ave.
2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Townhouses
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer Hook ups
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher
Starting at $680/Mo + Utilities
Slop by the office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or

jttl~W2ifG~^ A

Call 353-5800

Every Wednesday night
at 10pm

The winner will be announced at the

BEYOND BG celebration on April 18*

Munajtcment Inc.

http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

For more information call
353-5506

(8-10 pm) in Anderson Arena. The winner
will receive a $50 prize.
OAUNOaKKN.OHIO

IF YOU'VE SPENT

ALL YOUR CASH
ON "RECREATIONAL" ACTIVITIES,

0*^ REMEMBER

WE DO

imi
CHECKS
ALL WE ASK IS THAT YOU SCRAWL WITH
SOME DECREE OF LEGIBILITY AND THAT THE
CHECKS YOU USE ARE ACTUALLY YOUR OWN.

WE DELIVER

iU»l**i0*'fr»
1616 E. WOOSTER AVE.
BOWLING GREEN

PH: 352.7200
FX: 352.7203

*OR,.D.,

cruTtsr

School Year - Two Person Rate - $685 00

One Year - Two Person Rale - $570.00
451 THTJRST1N- Across from OfTenhauer. Furnished Efficiencies
with full bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rate $340.00
505 CLOUGH ■ Campus Minor. Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Plus Vanity. School Year - Two Person Rate - $650.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560 00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $370 00

720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year • One Person Rate ■ $365 00
707. 711. 715 719 72.1. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $350.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Fum. or Unfum
School Year • Furnished • Two Person - $590 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
825 THIRD ■ One Bedroom Furnished. I Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00

One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. I Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $520.00
835 FOURTH
Two Bedrooms Furnished. I 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $625.00
One Year - Two Person Rate SSI 5.00

649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity In Hall.
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560 00
One Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $470.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Furnished • Two Person Rate - $610 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
MO-8SQ SIXTH - Roc* Ledp "•»>'•
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers.
School Year - Furnished • Two Person Rate - $640 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rale - $530.00
841 EIGHTH Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate $550 00
One Year- Two Person Rale $470 00
724 S. College Cambridge Common* Two Bedroom Unfurnished,
1 1/2 Baths, Dishwashers School Year - Two Person Rate - $640 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $!>30.00
We hare many other units available. Stop In the Rental
Office for a complete brochure..

Call JOHN NEWL0VE
REAL ESTATE. INC.
4 260
Rental Office

j WWW.JIMMYJ0HNS.COM
HOURS: SUN-THURS11-2AM FRI-SAT 11-3AM
W02 ^mm| John s ffanchi.e. he.

517 E. REED At ThuraUn One Bedroom, 1 Rath. Furnished or
Unfurnished School Year Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
521 E. MERRY- Close to OfTenhauer Furnished one bath

ft £

For Your Com
At 319 E. Woorter Street, i

Tin Bel

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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SHOE BOMBER TRIAL A TOUCHY ONE
BOSTON — A federal judge eased restrictions on
defense lawyers' access to accused shoe bomber
Richard C. Reid, but he banned them from repeating
the conversations, saying, "We are engaged in a war on
terrorism.'' The Justice Department had sought to curtail Reid's contact with the outside for fear he would
find a way to communicate with other terrorists.

WORLD

Clinton visits Ireland to better ties
By Shawn Pogatchnik
IHE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

DUBLIN, Ireland — Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton began a
two-day visit to Ireland yesterday
that was designed to build business ties between Ireland and
New York and shore up support
among Irish Catholic voters back
home.
The Dublin Chamber of
Commerce invited the New York
Democrat and was paying for her
trip, which was postponed from
November because of the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks.
Yesterday, In a sign of the high
status the Clinton name retains
in Ireland, she was meeting separately with Irish President Mary
McAleese, Prime Minister Bertie
Ahern and Foreign Minister
Brian Cowen — an itinerary nor-

mally reserved for visiting premiers and presidents.
"The ties between us are only
getting stronger," Clinton said
beside the prime minister, whom
she ihanked "for the extraordinary support that Ireland gave to
New York and America following
Sept. 11."
She noted Ireland ordered government offices and businesses
to close on Sept. 14 as a national
day of mourning. This act, she
said, "demonstrated to all of us
the dedp ties between our countries and particularly between
New York and Ireland."
Included in the Clinton
entourage were about 30 New
York business and university
leaders. Among them were representatives from defense giant
D)ckheed Martin, telephone

company
Verizon
Communications,
Columbia
University, Syracuse University,
and the State University of New
York at Buffalo.
Officials al the Dublin
Chamber of Commerce said they
expected the senator's visit to
coincide with announcements of
new jobs and corporate investments between Ireland and New
York. Today, during a scheduled
visit to Dublin City University,
Clinton is expected to unveil a
new biopharmaceutical research
center with links to New York universities.
The Irish government said
Clinton also would receive informal briefings on the latest efforts
to sustain the 1998 peace accord
in Northern Ireland, an accom-

plishment achieved in part by the
involvement of her husband, former President Clinton. As first
lady she made five visits to
Northern Ireland, two more than
her husband.
The Clintons' Irish interests
didn't produce overwhelming
Catholic support in her successful 2000 campaign to become a
senator for New York, where
about 2.5 million residents identify themselves as Irish. She
received just 46 percent of the
white Catholic vote, a weak spot
in her base.
Last month Clinton visited
Israel and strongly criticized
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat, a
move to underpin her substantial
support among New York lews.
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Associated Press Photo

SHOPPING AROUND: Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., takes time out
during her two-day visit lo Dublin to browse in a clothing shop.

Birth control pills and cervical cancer linked
By Emma Ross
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

U)NDON — Women infected
with the common sexually transmitted human papilloma virus
have a higher risk of developing
cervical cancer if they have taken
birth control pills for more than
five years, new research indicates.
Experts say the study supports
what many gynecologists have
long suspected — that there is a
causal connection between the
pills and cervical cancer.
Previous studies have not ruled
out the possibility women who

take the pill may simply be more
likely to be infected with human
papilloma virus, the main cause
of the cancer.
"This study suggests that if
you've got an HPV infection, oral
contraceptives may actually be
promoting the rate at which that
progresses to cancer," said Dr.
lack Cuzick, head of mathematics, statistics and epidemiology at
Cancer Research UK in lxindon.
He was not connected with the'
study.
Nearly all sexually active
women will be infected bv HPV

some time during their lives, but
in most cases the immune system quickly eliminates it.
The key issue is why, in some
cases, the virus does not go away.
If the infection persists, the
chances of cancer increase enormously.
The study was conducted by
the International Agency for
Research on Cancer, an arm of
the World Health Organization.
Researchers pooled data from
eight earlier studies of 3,769
women from four continents Of
those, 1,853 had cervical cancer

andl,916didnot.
As expected, nearly all the
women with cancer tested positive for HPV, while hardly any
who were cancer-free had the
virus.
The WHO researchers found
that women who had taken the
pill were no more likely than the
others to be carriers of 11PV
However, those infected with
HPV who had used birth control
pills for an accumulated total of
five years or more were nearly
three times more likely to develop
cervical cancer than HPV-infect-

ed women who had never taken
the pill.
The increased risk persisted for
up to 14 years after stopping the
contraceptives.
Women who had taken the pill
for 10 years or more were four
times more likely to get the disease than those who had never
taken it.
Using the pill for less than five
years did not result in a higher
chance of cervical cancer.
Cuzick said the findings should
be
interpreted
cautiously
because the women were only

tested for the virus once.
"Ideally, they should be positive on two occasions, at least six
months apart, before you call
them positive," he said.
The research is to be published
today on the Website of The
Lancet medical journal.
Women have about a I percent
chance of developing cervical
cancer. Based on the new findings, taking the pill for five years
or more could push that chance
up to about 3 percent and taking
it for a total of 10 years could raise
it to about 4 percent.

After Week 6 (of 10)
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BGSU

29.7 lbs. per student

2.8.6 lbs. per student
BIBCIIS

1
Harvard

MANIA
C

%

25 lbs. per student

Recycle Mania 2.002. is a competition
between four of the top university recycling
programs in the United States; Harvard U.,
Miami of Ohio, OhioU. and BGSU, Schools will
com pete to see who can collect the largest
amount of recyclables (per student) from
residence halls and dining halls from until April
izth. For more information on the competition
and up-to-date results, visit the BGSU Recycling
Homepage at www.bgsu.edu/offices/recycling
or call us at 4.10-372.-8900.
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MAN STABS EX ON SIDEWALK
CINCINNATI — Police yesterday charged a man with
stabbing his estranged wife to death on a downtown
sidewalk. Robin Dawson, 40, of Newport, Ky, was
charged with murder, police said. He waived extradition from Kentucky and was taken to the Hamilton
County jail to await anaignment.

STATE

Deputy's testimony not
allowed in corruption trial
By Thomas I. Sheeran
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CIJ-VKIAND—A former sheriff's deputy ready to leslify on
behalf of U.S. Rep. lames A.
Traficanl Ir. al ihe congressman's
corrupiion trial got to the stand
yesterday but wasn't allowed to
testify.
U.S. District Court ludge Lesley
Wells ruled that Traficant had
failed to demonstrate why secondhand testimony by Michael
Terlecky should be allowed.
Terlecky, questioned
by
Traficanl outside the jury's presence, said a former Traficanl district office director, Charles
O'Nesti, now deceased, had said
in 1999 that allegations of wrongdoing by Traficant were false.
"He insisted that you did nothing wrong," said Terlecky, who
was a Mahoning County sheriff's
deputy in Youngstown from
1977-B8.
The comment came during a
chance meeting as O'Nesti
bought a newspaper with
Traficant's photo on the front
page, Terlecky said.
The judge ruled that the testimony was off-limits as hearsay.
"You didn't show any exception
Uiat would allow that," the judge
ruled.
Traficant said O'Nesti, who was
sick and months away from
dying, had no reason to lie. The
charges against Traficant include
taking kickbacks from O'Nesti
and other staff members, accept ing gifts and free labor from businessmen for his political help and
filing false tax returns.
Although he's not a lawyer, the
nine-term congressman is
defending himself in federal
court against 10 counts. Traficant
faces up to 63 years in prison if

convicted of all charges.
However, he probably would
receive a much shorter sentence
because of federal sentencing
guidelines.
Traficant said he was frustrated
by the judge checking in advance
on what defense witnesses might
testify to avoid hearsay testimony.
Traficant said he was fed up
with the routine. "You can put me
in jail," he said.
The judge didn't respond.
A Traficant staff member testified that he and Traficant helped
each other with free house chores
and repairs.
Dominic Marchese, a $30,000a-year staff member in Traficant's
Youngstown congressional office,
said the two did not pay each
other.
"I didn't want pay. We were
exchanging labor," Marchese
said.
Marchese said that in 1996,
Traficant helped paint the inside
of Marchese's house, sometimes
working from 11 p.m. until 7 a.m.
Marchese said he did work at
Traficant's farm, including work
to install an electric outlet and a
countertop.
Marchese
and
another
employee also testified yesterday
that a deck built on Traficant's
house by a contractor he was lobbying for was poorly constructed
and worth far less than previously suggested.
Traficant has contended that
things of value he received from
constituents were not of great
worth. A contractor who was
pouring concrete in his barn
knocked down the wall, Traficant
said, and a fannhand who was
paid by a construction company
knew little atxiut horses.

"... my staff and I are carefully reflecting
on what you have told us and on what
has been expressed in the media."
BISHOP ANTHONY PILLA

Church complies
with investigation
IHE ASSOCIAIE D PRESS

CINCINNATI
—
The
Archdiocese of Cincinnati says it
will cooperate with a county
prosecutor's investigation into
possible sex crimes involving
priests or other church employees.
The Cleveland Diocese is
fonning a committee to evaluate
the handling of child sex abuse
cases.
Throughout Ohio, Roman
Catholics are looking for
answers to scandals that have
wTacked the church.
"I want to assure those of you
who have expressed your criticism, anger and concern that
my staff and I are carefully
reflecting on what you have told
us and on what has been
expressed in the media," Bishop
AnUiony Pilla of Cleveland said
in a letter to all priests and
parishes in his diocese.
The letter announcing the creation of the watchdog committee is to be read or included in
church published materials at
every Mass on April 7, the
Sunday after Easter.
Nationwide, the church has
struggled with sexual abuse
scandals since January, after disclosure that a Boston-area priest
suspected of abuse was moved
from parish to parish.
In Hamilton County, prosecutors on Monday served the archdiocese with a subpoena seeking
records of abuse allegations.
Church officials had asked for a
grand jury subpoena, saying it
would help assure that victims'

Associated Press Photo

TOO BAD FOR TRAFICANT: U.S. Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., DOhio, left court last Thursday after struggling to begin his defense.

identities remain confidential.
In Dayton, which is part of the
19-county Archdiocese of
Cincinnati,
Montgomery
County Prosecutor Mathias
Heck |r. said he plans to seek a
grand jury subpoena for information about any previously
unreported cases of suspected
child sexual abuse by priests.
Heck said his office has
received "one or two calls" from
people reporting suspicions but
no specific instances of sexual
misconduct.
Mahoning County Prosecutor
Paul Gains said he did not plan
to seek any records from the
Diocese of Youngstown. Phone
messages were left for prosecutors and officials in Ohio's other
dioceses — Toledo, Columbus,
Steubenville and Cleveland.
The Diocese of Columbus
issued a statement March 5 saying acts of abuse by clergy have
occurred in central Ohio, but
there were no civil lawsuits or
criminal cases against any priest
in the diocese.
"In the event that any claim of
abuse is presented, the bishop
will immediately commence an
investigation of the allegation,
will report claims to the appropriate authorities as required by
Ohio law and will offer assistance to any victims and their
families," the statement said.
The Diocese of Toledo has
acknowledged two cases —
none this year—of priests being
relieved of duty because of
alleged sexual abuse.
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Call us at 372-6965

FALL 2002 LEASING
Come sign up today! UNITS GOING FAST!

summer...
take a course or two
at Cleveland State University

GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Apartments
(308, 314, 318, 324, 326,328 & 330 Campbell Hill Rd.)

•2 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposals
• Rent from $775.00/mo.

...and transfer those credits
back to the college you're attending.

Heinz Apartments
(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 4 451 Frazee Ave.)

•3 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, fireplaces, microwaves
• Rent from $875.00/mo.

More than 1,200 courses available
Day and evening classes
Accelerate your degree program...
or get back on schedule

Mercer Manor Apartments
(323 and 331 Mercer Road)

•3 Bedroom
•Furnished
•A/C, fireplaces, dishwashers, microwaves,
garbage disposals
• Rent from $775.00/mo.

Burrwood Subdivision
(1453, 1459, 1467, 1468 Brookwood Dr.

U W

•3 & 4 Bedroom
• Furnished and Unfurnished
• 1 and 2 car Garages
•Rent from $1350.00/mo.

StoD bv the office for our current listings of available units!
Greenbriar, Inc.
•
352-0717
m
Mun-Fri 9am-5pni
'"?P
443 E. Wooster
h, m
Saturday L>am-lpm
is

w

w

P
Howling Croon, OH 43402
CUN-RUR. mc.
wcnet.org/~gbrcntal

For a free course schedule or to register by phone, call toll-free

1-888-CSU-OHIO
www.csuohio.edu

Make the smart choice this summer...choose...

Cleveland State University
Cleveland Stan Urwersiry Is en AA/EOE committed to nondiscrimination WF/H/V encouraged en-owt
1
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Phillies trounce
Tigers in Lakeland
LAKELAND. Fla.fAP) —
Todd Pratt had two doubles
and three RBIs, and Mike
Lieberthal homered and drove
in two runs as the
Philadelphia Phillies beat the
Detroit Tigers 11-3 yesterday.
Left-hander Mark Redman,
the Tigers' No. 4 starter, was
scheduled to start the game
but manager Phil Gamer
wanted to look at some of the
middle relievers competing
for the final bullpen spots.
Redman went to the minor
league camp and threw 87
pitches over six innings
against a group of Tigers
minor leaguers.
"We wanted to pitch these
guys and see what they would
do," Gamer said. "We're not
going to make any decisions
yet."
Jeff Famsworth started and
gave up four hits and two runs
in four innings. )uan gave up
six hits in 1 2-3 innings. Eric
Eckenstahler gave up a solo
home run to Lieberthal to
lead off the seventh but retired
the next three. loe Valentine
walked three straight Phillies
hitters with two outs in the
eighth, then gave up a threerun triple to Bobby Van Iten.
Julio Santana gave up three
hits and a pair of runs in the
ninth.
Pratt, who was just 4-for-35
(.114) going into yesterday's
game, doubled home two
runs off Farnsworth in the
second and doubled home
another run off Acevedo in the
sixth.
"It seems like I've hit balls
hard to every position in the
field," Pratt said. "1 hit the ball
hard (yesterday), and they
didn't find anyone. That's
baseball."
Phillies starter Brandon
Duckworth, who gave up nine
hits and four runs in his last
spring start, limited the Tigers
to five hits and one run in six
innings of work.
"I was more aggressive (yesterday). I threw with more
conviction," Duckworth said.
"I haven't been able to hit the
outside comer like that all
spring."
The lone run off Duckworth
came on a home run in the
third by lose Macias.
Dmitri Young doubled
home two runs in the seventh
off Pete Schourek.

Huggins says he's
not done in Cincy

CINCINNATI (AP) —Bob
Huggins searched his heart
and decided that his work at
the University of Cincinnati
was not done. So he declined
an offer to be head basketball
coach at West Virginia, his
alma mater.
"We'd certainly like to hang
another banner, win another
national championship,"
Huggins said. "Hopefully we
can put it together and make
a lot more runs."
Huggins has taken the
Bearcats to the NCAA tournament the past 11 years but has
not added a championship
banner to the ones Cincinnati
won in 1960-61 and '61-62.
"After careful deliberation, I
have determined that we still
have much to do here,"
Huggins said Monday night.
"It's (been) a hard week. You
try to sit down and weigh
everything and do what you
think is right."
Huggins had been courted
mightily by West Virginia,
where he was MVP in 1977
and began his career as a
graduate assistant. But the
outpouring of public appreciation at Cincinnati caught
him by surprise.
"There was probably more
support here than I ever imagined," Huggins said.

Blue Jackets recall
center Pronger
COLUMBUS (AP) —The
Columbus Blue Jackets yesterday recalled center Sean
Pronger from Syracuse of the
AHL
Pronger had 23 goals, tied
for the team lead, and had 26
assists In 54 games with the
Crunch. He scored one goal in
17 games for Columbus earli1
■ er this season.

www.bgnews.com/sports
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Arkansas may talk to Heath
By Harry King
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
—
Arkansas athletic director Frank
Broyles, looking for a replacement for fired coach Nolan
Richardson, has received permission to talk with Kent State's
Stan Heath, whose Golden
Flashes were among the final
eight teams in this year's NCAA
basketball tournament
Meanwhile, Wyoming athletic
director Lee Moon confirmed

that Cowboys coach Steve
McClain is in the running for the
Arkansas job.
"I gave Frank Broyles permission to talk with coach Heath,"
Kent State athletic director Laing
Kennedy said yesterday.
He said Broyles contacted him
on Monday. Kennedy said he did
not know when Heath would be
interviewed.
Heath, 36, just finished his first
year at Kent State. The 10thseeded
Golden
Flashes

advanced to the finals of the
NCAA South Regional before losing to Indiana 81 -69.
During their run, the Golden
Hashes beat Oklahoma State 6961, Alabama 71-58 and
Pittsburgh 78-73 in a game that
went into overtime.
Kennedy said other schools
also have inquired about Heath,
adding that he was not surprised
because of Kent State's NCAA
showing. He described Heath as
very articulate and said he does a

"great job on and off the court"
He also said that Heath has
four years left on a contract that
is being amended and that Kent
State plans to put additional
other resources into its program.
"Taking us to the Elite Eight
has just been awesome for Kent
State," he said. "We want to continue to be at this level with or
without coach Heath."
Richardson was fired after
making comments that administrators found damaging to the

basketball
program.
On
Thursday, university system
President B. Alan Sugg upheld
White's decision to release
Richardson. He said the coach
had said privately and publicly
that he wanted to be bought out
for the last six years of his sevenyear contract.
White and Broyles said
Richardson's remarks damaged
the program. Sugg, after a threeHEATH.PAGE9

Astros
trip up
Tribe
in Florida
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATCO PRESS

THREE-PEAT: The members of the Bowling Green club volleyball team, which will be making its third consecutive trip to nationals. The
team is coached by Kris Pesorda, squatting on left.

Club spikers just love to play
By Joel Hammond
THE BG NEKS

They live in obscurity. They
pay their own way. They share
the gym in which they practice
with cheerleaders. The floor in
that shared gym? Yeah, it creaks
when they jump on it. They don't
answer to anyone.
They just play. They just play
well. Well enough to make the
last two national tournaments.
Well enough to be going back
this year, this time in Dallas.
You have probably never
heard of the men's club volleyball team. Most people haven't.
That's perfectly fine with them.
Those who have lost to them,
like nth-ranked Cincinnati and
19th-ranked
UW-Platteville,
among others, could tell you a
lot about this group of men*
coached by former BG volleyball
standout Kris Pesorda. They
could tell you that these guys,
simply put, can play.
"This team and the situation
we have here is ideal," said junior
middle hitter John Young. "It's
very rewarding and exciting to
play club We don't have a lot of
pressure on ourselves, but there's
still plenty of rewards for us, like
going to nationals."
The national tournament,
sponsored by the National
Intramural-Recreational Sports
Association (NIRSA), is held
every year in a major U.S. city.
Last year it was held in Kansas
City, Mo., and the year before it
was in Reno, Nev. The top 25ranked teams in each division
are invited to play each year in
the tournament; being in the top
25 ensures a team a spot in the
64-team field. Bowling Green 4s

currently ranked No. 22 in the
latest NIRSA Division II rankings,
sporting a 24-7 record on the
year.
The team has also played No.
1-ranked Milwaukee Area
Technical College, No. 3
Lakeland-Wisconsin and No. 6
Dayton this season, each of
which resulted in narrow
defeats.
"We want to go down there
this year and put on a better
showing," Young said. "We
played pretty poorly last year,
and we want to earn it this year.
We're going back this year with
the mentality of not taking anything for granted."
BG is looking for redemption
from, like Young said, a disappointing finish last season. They
had been ranked as high as seventh in the nation in Division II,
but finished ranked 33rd at the
end of the season.

Problems galore
Yes, club sports are an entirely
different entity than intercollegiate varsity athletics. No, that
doesn't mean they don't face the
same problems. Two weeks ago,
the team's setter; lason Clugston.
dislocated his shoulder and is
out for the remainder of the year.
Sean Huiet, the squad's backup
setter and a capable replacement, will start in his place in
Dallas.
"This is what is good about a
club team and our team in general," said junior Denny Palmer,
the team's president "We always
have a fallback plan, and we can
trust the next guy stepping up if
we have an Injury. Sean has a lot
of experience, and we all feel

Volleyball Association (MIVA)
Championships, which will be
held this weekend at Michigan
YEAR
NAME
State University.
Junior
Jason Clugston
"It's definitely tough on us
Senior
Clint McCabe
raising our own money, but it's
Junior
Stephen Boston
something that we have to do,"
Senior
Eddie Fisher
Huiet said. "That's the main difFreshman
Matt Burns
ference between us and, say, a
Junior
Johhn Young
women's varsity volleyball team,
Senior
Sean Huiet
that we receive no aid from the
Junior
Marc Raitden
University."
Junior
Dennis Palmer
The championships will feaJunior
Mike Kennedy
ture the top six teams from
Senior
Jason Luce
MIVA, including BG, Ohio
Northern (currently ranked
comfortable with him. He's been 14th), Dayton, Cincinnati
on the court for a while, so he's (Bearcats have been ranked as
not just coming in cold. And he's high as third this season), Miami
a great setter."
of Ohio and Toledo.
"We won't lose anything with
me out there," said Huiet, a Tight knit group
senior on the team. Huiet is also
Perhaps why the team has
an assistant coach for the been so successful in recent
women's varsity team that went years is the solidarity that the
21-8 this past fall "I like to think I group holds. With the difficulty
can motivate these guys a lot.... of raising funds, getting to tourMaybe the only difference is that naments and playing well in
lason is bigger, so he puts up a those tournaments ail at the
bigger blocker than I can. It will same time, the squad has no
just be a different atmosphere time to not get along.
"I don't think anyone on the
with me out there rather than
team wants to let anyone else
Jason."
The injury to their setter is down," Palmer said. "Yeah, this is
perhaps the least of these guys' a fun dung, but everyone wants
worries. Club sports receive to win at the same time, and
everyone does their best to
nothing from the University,
ensure that
other than its good wishes. Thus,
"When we go away to a tourfund raising becomes an issue, nament or something and stay
along with travel. The team rais- in hotels, we have seven guys in a
es its own money, whether it is room most times. Plus, we are
through working varsity games paying out of our own pocket, so
to earn money or selling items there's definitely a trust factor
on their own. It was estimated between the guys. We just want
that this year, the team will to and like to playMaybe that's why they're willspend $3,000 on flights alone, as
well as the travel to tournaments ing to pay: Because they just love
like the Midwest Intercollegiate to play.

2001-2002 MEN'S
CLUB VOLLEYBALL

KISSIMMEE, Fla. — Dave
Mlicki looked sharp for 5 2/3
innings and Lance Berkman
hit a grand slam off Bartolo
Colon as the Houston Astros
won their eighth straight, 5-4
yesterday over the Cleveland
Indians.
Mlicki (3-1) allowed two
hits — one a long homer to
limThome—in his final start
in Florida this spring. He
walked three, struck out four
and got nine of his outs on
grounders.
"I felt great," Mlicki said.
"My control is bugging me a
little bit I'm just missing, but
they aren't fishing for it I feel
like I'm right where I need to
be."
Colon (1-1) gave up
Berkman's slam in the third
inning and was touched for
five runs and seven hits in six
innings. Despite the so-so
outing, Indians manager
Charlie Manuel thinks his ace
right-hander is set to open
the season Sunday night at
Anaheim.
"He looked OK." Manuel
said. "He was throwing good.
He just got the bases full and
then he got a ball up."
Manuel also said he's not
concerned about Colon's
weight. The 28-year-old
Colon not only gained two
years over the winter when
officials found an error in his
birth certificate, he also
arrived at camp 20 pounds
heavier than he was a year
"No, I'm not worried,
Manuel said. "He's ready to
goEddie Perez, trying to win a
spot as the Indians' backup
catcher, hit a three-run
homer in the ninth off closer
Billy Wagner.
Perez was acquired in a
trade with AUanta last week,
and the Indians need to
quickly decide if they want to
keep him or have 24-year-old
Josh Bard back up Einar Diaz.
Bard has caught only one
game above Double-A.
Perez's homer off Wagner
didn't hurt his chances.
"Any time you hit a home
run, it helps your cause,"
Manuel said. "I like pitching,
but I love three-run homers,
too I'm a home-run manager."

Notes
Astros manager limy
Williams will leave the team
for two days to attend the
funeral of a family member in
California. He'll rejoin the
club on Friday when
Houston plays host to the
Boston Red Sox, who fired
Williams after last season. ...
Indians SS John McDonald
INDIANS, PAGE 9
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Kent State may lose
another hoops coach
HEATH, FROM PAGE 8

day review, agreed.
Members of a committee
formed to help find a new coach
conducted two interviews
Monday. At least two more were
scheduled yesterday.
The committee interviewed
Richardson assistant Mike
Anderson and Arkansas-Uttle
Rock coach Porter Moser on
Monday. Broyles had promised
Anderson the first interview, and
the Moser interview might have
been nothing more than a courtesy call. Arkansas-Uttle Rock is a
sister school to the Fayetteville
campus.
McClain flew into Fayetteville
on Monday night and was picked
up by Broyles.
Moon said yesterday that
Arkansas officials contacted him
Monday and told him McClain
was interviewing fcr the job.
McClain, whose Cowboys finished 22-9 this year and upset
Gonzaga in the first round of the
NCAA tournament, removed
himself on Friday from consideration for the head coaching job at
Texas Christian.
McClain, 39, was a TCU assistant for four years before going to
Wyoming in 1998. He declined to
say whether he was offered the
TCU post, but did say he will not
rule out switching jobs, provided
he goes to a Top 25 program.
McClain's seven-year contract
extension goes into effect May 1.
Including incentives, the contract
allows him to make as much as
$560,000 a year, making him one
of the two highest-paid coaches
in
the
Mountain
West
Conference.
McClain still could get out of
his contract after May 1 but
would have to be bought out.
Oklahoma State assistant Sean

Sutton also was supposed to be
interviewed yesterday. Like
Anderson, Sutton is an assistant,
and Broyles has emphasized the
need for someone with head
coaching experience.
Arkansas State coach Dickey
Nutt also was on campus
Tuesday, apparently for an interview. Nutt is the brother of
Arkansas football coach Houston
Nutt.
Broyles, committee chairman
Tommy Boyer and some committee members plan to be in
Atlanta this weekend for the
NCAA Final Four and could interview coaches without attracting
much attention. Virtually every
coach in the nation is expected
there for the National Association
of Basketball Coaches convention.
Others mentioned in speculation about the Arkansas job
include Western Kentucky coach
Dennis Felton, Oklahoma coach
Kelvin Sampson, Illinois coach
Bill Self, Duke assistant lohnny
Dawkins and Tennessee Tech
coach Jeff Lebo.
Some names may have surfaced as wishful thinking and
some may have been floated by
coaches looking for a raise.
Felton agreed to a seven-year
contract extension in late
February.
Duke sports information director Ion lackson said Dawkins was
in Durham, N.C., yesterday. He is
not expected to interview.
Broyles and Boyer say they
hope to speed up the timetable
which originally called for hiring
a coach by April 8. "I would hope
we'd interview the people in
Atlanta and have a recommendation of two people, ranking them
one-two, and have them come to
the full committee and make a
decision," Broyles said.

Cabrera makes first
appearance of spring

fwAssaiatedPress

YOUNG GUN: Highly-touted Cincinnati Reds outfield prospect Adam Dunn is tagged out at second base by Rangers shortstop Alex
Rodriguez in a Grapefruit League game last week. Dunn, once a quarterback at the University of Texas, opted for a baseball career over
being forced to switch positions on the gridiron.

Reds prospect Dunn happy
he decided against football
By Joe Kay
HI ASSOCIATED PRESS

'

INDIANS. FROM PAGE 8

made two sensational plays, one
', where he made a diving stop
behind second base and threw to
' first while rolling on his back in
the infield dirt ... Cleveland OF
lolbert Cabrera played three
] innings in his first appearance
with the major league club this
\ spring. Cabrera is recovering

from a gunshot wound in his buttocks suffered during a carjacking
this winter in Colombia. Cabrera
popped up in his only at-bat. "I
wanted to see him play," Manuel
said. He looked OK." Cabrera
will start the season on the disabled list, but is making steady
progress.... The Indians only had
two hits entering the ninth before
getting two off Wagner.

Browns re-sign lineman
Johnson despite injuries
b

IHt ASSOCIAttO PRISS

BF.RKA, Ohio (AP) — The
Cleveland Browns re-signed
offensive lineman Tre lohnson to
a one-year contract on Tuesday
', even though he missed most of
,, the past two years to injury.
lohnson played seven seasons
c
,■ with the Washington Redskins
•j and was named to the NFC ProBowl team in 1999. But in 2000,
he missed 12 games with an
injured left knee and was signed

by the Browns before training
camp in 2001.
lohnson started four games for
the Browns but tore a tendon in
his right knee against lacksonvillc
and was out for the rest of the
year.
The team would not comment
on the contract other than to say
it includes a variety of incentives
that increase the value if lohnson
logs regular playing time this season.

SARASOTA, Fla. — Tight end.
linebacker. Defensive end.
Adam Dunn wanted none of
it.
Rather than change positions
in the sport that was his passion,
the Texas quarterback decided
to change careers and head to
baseball. He hasn't done anything to make him second-guess
the choice.
Three years later, the
Cincinnati Reds' brawny outfielder is one of baseball's most
acclaimed young players. His
promotion to tbe majors last
season gave a glimpse of his
power — a record 12 homers in
August, the most ever by an NL
rookie in a month.
It also affirmed the decision
he made following Texas' 1999
spring football game — baseball
was the way to go.
"It was the hardest decision
I've ever had to make in my life. I
hope I never have to make a
tougher one," he said. "1 like to
think 1 made the right decision. I
don't regret it at all. I still miss
football. If baseball wasn't going
so well, it might be different."
The Texas prep star, who
passed for 4,792 yards and 44

touchdowns at New Caney High
School, was genuinely torn after
the Reds drafted him in the second round in lune 1998.
He wanted to be the starting
quarterback at Texas and
beyond. He loved the bruising
hits, the thrill of hitting a receiver in stride with a tight spiral. He
didn't want to give it up.
He didn't see much of a
choice.
After the Longhoms' spring
game in 1999, the coaches
informed him that he wouldn't
be the starting quarterback in
the fall. They talked about moving him to a different position to
make better use of his 6-foot-6,
240-pound frame.
A day later, his decision was
made.
"They told me all that stuff
and I was like, 'OK, that's it. That's
somebody telling me I need to
go play baseball,'" Dunn said.
Once he made up his mind,
his career climbed.
He started last season at
Double A and hit 12 homers in
39 games, earning a promotion.
At Triple-A, he hit 20 homers in
55 games. That brought a July
promotion to Cincinnati, where
lie set the NL record for rookie
homers in a month and hit 19

overall in 66 games.
"Last year was really my first
full season of playing baseball,"
Dunn said. "I think it came from
just playing every day. When
you're on a roll like that, you feel
no one can get you out."
It didn't take him long to feel
comfortable in the Reds' clubhouse, where his easygoing personality and self-effacing humor
helped him fit in with Barry
Larkin, Ken Griffey Ir. and the
rest of the team's veterans.
What he did was impressive.
How he handled all of die attention was nearly as remarkable.
"You want to avoid being the
flash in the pan, the one-hit
wonder,"
Larkin
said.
"Consistency happens in the
way you think about what you're
going to do, your focus, your
preparation. He docs all that
well. That's why he'll be successful and he'll be a leader.
"It's not rare to see that in a
young guy. For him to be able to
project it and influence others to
be like him — that's the rarity,
and he has that at 22 years old.
He's setting a standard not only
for guys who are younger than
him, but guys who are on the
team."

It's the quarterback in him.
Dunn is used to being a leader
and dealing with the spotlight.
"I think that has a lot to do
with it," Dunn said. "When you
play quarterback, you get a lot of
credit that you don't deserve
when you win. and you gel a lot
of abuse when you lose. Vou
learn to take the good with the
bad."
The only abuse he gets now
comes from his teammates, who
love to give him grief when he
breaks oui the football in the
clubhouse — something that
happens quite often.
Before a game Monday night,
Dunn zipped passes across the
clubhouse and bragged that he
could fling one into a l-foot-by1-foot storage compartment at
the top of Todd Walker's locker.
He did, with ease. Then he
asked Walker if he'd like to go
outside and throw the football
around.
"Keeping my options open,"
Dunn said.
"Not at 263 pounds," Griffey
said. "You'd be on the line."
No, he wouldn't. That's why he
gave up football in the first place.
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Past UAO's events included Everclear in concert, "MTV's Campus Invasion Tour"
featuring Bush and Moby, Road Trips to Chicago and Cleveland,
Comedian Lewis Black, and Popular movies.
Meet performers, gain valuable leadership experience and build your resume.

It

m

UAO is seeking individuals who want to make ideas become a reality.
Apply to be a director today!

P

For more information and an application, please contact the
Office of Campus Involvement, 401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union.

Applications are due March 29.
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Hoosiers not satisfied with Final Four
By Michael Marot

Final Four as an opportunity to
show they belong.
BLOOMfiNGTON, Ind. — The
"This week is a very good
Indiana Hoosiers dreamed all chance to come out and show
season about reaching the Final everyone how we've worked all
Four.
year," Big Ten player of the year
Thai's not good enough in tared Jeffries said. "I really felt like
Bloomington anymore.
our team was coming together to
Now (hat Indiana has make a push in this tournament,
advanced to its first Final Four and we've done that"
since 1992, the Hoosiers made it
The Hoosiers have been able to
clear Monday that they are succeed in different ways.
expanding their horizons and
Against Duke, Indiana relied on
its inside game. Two days later, its
adjusting their goals.
"We have a chance to win this outside shooting took care of
game and be in the tide game," Kent State.
That was by design.
said Dane Fife, one of two seniors
on the team. "We want to be
What isn't by design is the fact
remembered for winning a that the Hoosiers are the lowest
championship, not getting to the remaining seed — a No. 5 —
Final Four."
heading to Atlanta. Again,
To achieve that, the Hoosiers Indiana is the underdog.
"Being the underdog right now
must first knock off Oklahoma on
Saturday — a task that will not be is a good thing because we're tryeasy.
ing to prove a point." Davis said.
The Sooners are quick and "My point is that close is not
physical, and if the Hoosiers are good. You have to win."
without starting point guard Tom
By winning four straight NCAA
Coverdale, who sprained his left tournament games, Indiana's
ankle in Saturday's 81-69 victory recent history of first- and secover Kent State, the challenge will ond-round exits has been all but
only be greater.
forgotten.
Coverdale did not practice
The Hoosiers avenged their
Monday and hobbled around first-round exit last season by
campus on crutches.
defeating Kent State. They need
But while few people expected just two more wins to claim their
Indiana to still be playing on the sixth national championship.
final weekend of the college sea"Who would have thought this
son, the Hoosiers are viewing the would happen?" Fife said. "I
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

NOT SATISFIED: Indiana coach Mike Davis answers questions from the media during a news conference Monday. The Hoosiers are making their first Final Four trip since 1992 and want to keep going.

remember sitting here, playing
with these guys and we dreamed
all the time, but now that we're
really here, it seems like a dream
come true. I'm so excited for this
team and this state."
The Hoosiers got a glimpse of
the excitement this weekend
when they returned from the
South Regional in Lexington. Ky,
with their first regional tide since
1992.
Large crowds showed up at the
airport and Assembly Hall to
greet the team.
So what would happen if the
Hoosiers relumed from Adanta
with a national championship?
"They'd probably have a
parade for us," Fife said. "To see
the smile on everyone's faces
again would be great,"
They got another glimpse of
the Final Four treatment Monday
when they endured interview
sessions that lasted more than
three hours.
But nobody's complaining and
now that they've finally achieved
one goal — getting to Adanta —
they can concentrate on another.
"We're going all the way down
there, we might as well win the
thing," forward Jarrad Odle said.
"We're in the Final Four, which
means we're one of the best four
teams in the country and we have
a chance to win it all."
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GREENBRIAR

TWO BEDROOM:
803 Fifth St.: Unfurnished
apartments. Each has a
patio or balcony. Free
water & sewer!
Washer & Dryer in
building.

Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street
•Renovated and Remodeled
• Efficiencies
•One Bedroom Apartments
•A/C, garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown

Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F 9am-5pm

11 Large 1 Item and an order
ol bread sticks only

No
coupon
necessary

NO UmilI

Hit "am I |in

NEWL°VE
Rentals

wiiiii

445EV\boslerSt
Bowling Giwn.CH 143402
419-352-0717

$3jff

it

GJtIENIIIAa, INC.
<ww wcnrtorg/~gr»rTnl*l
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www.newloverealty.com

Preferred Properties Co
Haven House Manor

Newly
Renovated

1515 E. Wooster
Walk-in Model Now Open #31
Call lor Appointments
352-9378
Office Hours:

M-Fri
8- 4:30

•New Side by Side Frigidaire Refrigerator with water/ice
•New Self Cleaning Range
•New Cabinets in Kitchen & Bath
•New Kitchen Counter Tops
•New Kitchen Sink
•New Garbage Disposal
• Built-in Microwave
•FullSize Dishwasher
•New Lighting in Bath, Vanity and Hallway
•New Full Size VV/D Laundry Center in every apartment
•New Fan Light Combinations in Bedrooms
& Dining Room
•New Keyed Bedroom Locks

MasterCard

Cherrywood Health Spa
►Free Membership with lease agreement
•Hydro-Spa with Whirlpool
•Indoor Heated Pool
•Sauna
•Tanning Booth Extra
•Complete Exercise Facilities and
Equipment
*Stop and See*

Available
Aug. 19,
2002 .

•New Berber Carpet & Pad
•High Speed Internet Access
•New Closet Organizers in Bedroom Closets
•All New Interior Doors
•Electrical Update
•Cable Ready in Living Room and Bedrooms
•Entire Apartment Freshly Painted
•New Blinds and Drapes for all Windows
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Heat
•Gas Hot Water
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.

periods altogether after a few months and some

Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but

may experience a slight weight gain. You shouldn't

you need just one shot on time every 3 months

use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, if you

to stay pregnancy-protected. So, unlike the Pill,

have had any unexplained periods, or if you

Depo-Provera isn't your every day birth control.

have a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke,
or liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there

Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from HIV/AIDS

may be a possible decrease in bone density. Ask

or other sexually transmitted diseases.

your health care professional about prescription

Some women using Depo-Provera experience

Depo-Provera.

side effects. The most common are irregular

Birth control you think about just 4 times a year.

periods or spotting. Many women stop having
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See what Depo-Provera is all about. Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or visit www.depo-provera.com
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Spurrier holds his first NFL practice
Sage Rosenfels, a second-year
player and the only holdover
quarterback from last year's team.
Even so, he actually looked much
sharper than the Spurrier-sawy
Wuerffel, who wore gloves.
Dameyune Craig was the third
quarterback in camp. The
Redskins have been unable to
work out a trade with Chicago for
ex-Florida quarterback Shane
Matthews, and free agent Jeff
Blake didn't accept Washington's
initial offer and is considering
other options.
"If opening day was tomorrow,
we'd be able to go play," Spurrier
said. "I don't know how well we'd
do, but we got enough ball players (that) after one day we could
go play. That's how simple this
offense is. ... We don't need five
exhibition games to be ready, but
unfortunately we've got to play all
of them."

Receiver Rod Gardner completely misunderstood an audible call and ran the wrong route
on the first play in the morning's
final drill. Gardner heard what he
did wrong from both Green and
Spurrier when he got back to the
huddle.
"There's a lot of stuff," said
Spurrier, who left Florida in
lanuary to sign a five-year, $25
million contract with the
Redskins. "Yeah, I sort of believe
you give the players a whole
bunch of stuff so they don't get
bored."
As expected, Spurrier spent his
entire time with the offense, leaving defensive coordinator Marvin
Lewis in charge of the defense.
There were no tantrums or heavy
lectures, just a reminder to the
players to have fun.
Wuerffel said Spurrier hasn't
changed since the Florida days.
"Not really a lick," Wuerffel
said. "He's just a ball coach. That's
what he wants to be, and that's
what he's doing. He's in there just
drawing plays up there on the
board, and we're learning them."
About 50 players were on the
field, but depth was lacking at
many positions. The first-string
guards were Alex Sulfsted and
Ross Tucker, who have just three
games of NFL experience
between them. The team is negotiating with free-agent guardTony
Semple, who visited Redskin Park
last week
Thefirst-teaYnquarterbackwas

By Joseph White
THE ASSOCIATE PRESS

ASHBURN, Va. — Sieve
Spurrier took the field in chilling
fog and drizzle yesterday for his
first practice as an NFL coach.
The Fun 'N Gun is definitely not
in Florida any more.
"Sort of like playing golf in
Ireland," said Spurrier, who
exchanged his trademark visor
for a black baseball cap because
of the weather.
The Washington Redskins'
three-day, non-contact minicamp is a chance for the new
coach to get to know his players
and learn the feel of coaching in
the big leagues, but the first practices skipped the preamble and
went straight to Chapter One.
"We put in — gosh — more
plays in one meeting than I've
ever seen in any offense," quarterback Danny Wuerffel said. "1
was thinking, 'How would these
guys adjust to this?' You go to
another team, and you'll spend a
week on throe plays, and you'll
run them over and over. We've got
just about the entire playbook in
one meeting."
At least Wuerffel was familiar
with it all, having won the
Heisman Trophy playing for
Spurrier at Florida Spurrier has
signed other former Gators —
lacquez Green, Reidel Anthony
and Chris Doering — and it wasn't hard to tell who understood
what was happening and who
didn't.

Notes
CB Darrell Green was excused
from practice for personal reasons. ... DT Delbert Cowsette will
miss the camp after having wrist
surgery. ... First-year RB Stanley
Stephens was diagnosed with a
heart murmur and might have to
retire. ... Linebacker LaVar
Arlington decided not to be the
next Lawrence Taylor for a day.
Associated Press Photo
During the morning practice,
Arrington wore No. 11 — his old GATHERING: New Washington Redskins head coach Steve Spurrier talks to the team during its minicollege number — instead of his
camp, yesterday at Redskins Park in Ashburn, Va.
usual No. 56.

Reds set roster for regular season opening day
plenty of choices out of the
bullpen but fewer options off the
bench.
The Reds' rotation was so bad
last season that the bullpen
wound up with the most relief
innings in the National League.
"It also says your regulars have
got to play," he said. "You're not
going to be able to pinch hit as
much, and you're going to need

By Joe Kay
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SARASOTA, Fla. — The
Cincinnati Reds reached the 25man roster limit yesterday by
making their biggest decision of
spring training
Manager Bob Boone wants as
many relievers as possible, so the
Reds will go with 12 pitchers to
start the season, giving Boone

health."
Boone was waiting to see
whether shortstop Barry Larkin
was healthy enough to play every
day before returning backup
Gookae Dawkins to the minors.
Larkin has played the last two
games and given no indication of
a problem with his abdomen. He
didn't play for nine days because

of irritation in an area where he
had a hernia repaired last year.
"A big part of it is being comfortable with Larkin," Boone said.
The Reds put right-hander
John Riedling on the 15-day disabled list and optioned Dawkins,
left-hander Hector Mercado, outfielder Ruben Mateo and catcher
Corky Miller to Class Triple-A

Louisville. Riedling is recovering
from surgery last season.
The roster currently consists of:
•Starters Joey Hamilton, Jimmy
Haynes, Elmer Dessens, Jose
Acevedo and Chris Reitsma
•Relievers lim Brower, Luis
Pineda, Jose Rijo, Scon Sullivan,
Gabe White, Scott Williamson
and Danny Graves. White is the

only left-hander in the bullpen.
•Catchers Jason LaRue and
Kelly Stinnett.
•Infielders Sean Casey, Todd
Walker, Larkin, Aaron Boone,
Juan Castro and Wilton Guerrero.
•Outfielders Adam Dunn, Ken
Griffey Jr., Juan Encamacion,
Brady Clark and Robin Jennings.

• •••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••
DANCE MARATHON PICTURES

Kappa Delta

All pictures of the event can be viewed and
ordered starting Wednesday March 27 at
www.bruceheflin.com

Congratulations to our
new Big/Little Pairs
for Spring 2002

You can order online with a credit card or mail
your order with a check to:

World Student AsfrJciation Presents:
Annual international Dinner "'
Sunday April 7, 2002 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
We still have tickets for the dinner, but they will go quickly!!
Cos f: $10
S 8 tor children under ten
Cash oi Bursar only please
Limit tour tickets per person.

Bruce Heflin Photography
319 James Rd.
Gahanna,OH 43230

Ticket Sales:
Wadnaaday, March 27
2 30 to 6pm
Thuraday, March 2$
2:00 to 6pm

fow

If you have any questions abo
please call (800) 944-1

Bigs

Littles

Melanle Menz
Stephanie Shook
Jamie Glasgow
Christine Hentz

Beth McCalla
K.ilnn,i Newburn
Susan Rlddlebaugh
Stephanie Fife
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Selig promises Kraft Nabisco Championship
no lockout
only major eluding golfer Davies
during season
By Doug Ferguson

THE ASSOCIATE PRESS

By Ronald Blum
THE ASSOCIATE PRESS

NEW YORK — Baseball owners pledged yesterday not lo lock
out players through the 2002
World Series.
Baseball commissioner Bud
Selig said for months that a lockout was not "on my radar
screen," but had refused to rule
one out
Selig also promised not to
unilaterally implement new
terms and conditions of
employment
for
players
through the end of the World
Series, which is of little significance because players already
have signed their 2002 contracts
The players' association is
fearful owners will attempt to
implement changes in work
rules immediately after the
World Series, which would affect
contracts signed for the 2003
season and beyond.
"Our fans deserve to know
that the 2002 season will be
played to completion without
interruption and they deserve to
know that now before we begin
the new season," Selig said in a
statement. "Therefore, on behalf
of the clubs, I pledge that we will
not take any economic action
either in the form of a lockout or
unilateral
implementation
against the players' association
throughout the course of the
season and postseason.
"The sanctity of the season,
however, is only partially within
my control. Since we do not
have a new collective bargaining
agreement, the players have the

right to strike at any time. I sincerely hope that they share my
strong feeling about the importance of playing the entire season."
The labor contract between
players and owners expired on
Nov. 7 and negotiations for a
new agreement have not progressed toward a new deal.
In 1994, players were fearful
owners would attempt to implement new work rules, and they
struck on Aug. 12, baseball's
eighth work stoppage since
1972. The walkout lasted 232
days and wiped out the World
Series for the first time since
1903.
Owners did implement new
work rules, which included a
salary cap, on Dec. 23, 1994.
However, the players' association filed an unfair labor practice charge and on March 31,
1995, a federal judge ordered
owners to restore the old work
rules, which cause players to
end their strike.
Negotiations resumed and
the sides signed a new contract
on March 14,1997.
Talks, which recessed March
13, are to resume next week but
progress doesn't appear likely in
the near future.
Owners say baseball is losing
hundreds of millions of dollars
annually and has a competitivebalance problem. They have
proposed a vast increase in revenue sharing and a 50 percent
luxury tax on the portions of
payrolls above $98 million.
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Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Campus Events
Personals
Education Abroad
Information Meeting
A representative from the Center (or
Education Abroad at Arcadia University will be on campus on Thursday.
March 28 at 3 30 p.m. in the Center
lor International Programs (11th
Floor Offenhauer West). Arcadia
University sponsors programs in
Australia, England, Greece, Italy.
Ireland. Mexico. New Zealand,
Scotland, Spam, and Wales.
Call 372-0309 with questions

AXi. Axa AXO Axa AXQ AXQ
Great job Rita Chess best
DGR ol DM02 and Sarah Burns
most spirited dancer ot DM02!
Love, yout AXQ sisters.

Axa AXA AXC Axa AXQ AXQ
Freddie/Frieda Applications
Apply in 301 Union
Due Fri April 5 — 5pm

RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. —
Laura Davies is a little bit of everyone.
She takes her golf all over the
globe like Gary Player and Ernie
Els, winning every year on some
continent since her first full season as a pro in 1985. Last year
alone, Davies won in Europe,
lapan, Australia and the United
States.
She hammers the ball like lohn
Daly.
The statistics don't bear that
out, because Davies has a bit of
"Wild Thing" in her and usually
hits irons off the tee to keep the
ball in play. Still, only a limited
number of players could reach
thepar-510th hole in two shots at
Pine Needles last year in the U.S.
Women's Open. Davies got home
with a 1-iron and a 3-iron.
She practices about as much as
Bruce Lietzke, spending her time
away from golf working in her
vegetable garden at home in
England, where she has a soccer
field in the backyard and often
invites friends over for a game.
At
the
Kraft
Nabisco
Championship this week, she'll
be like Greg Norman at the
Masters.
"This tournament always
haunts me," Davies said of the
only major championship keeping her from winning the career
Grand Slam.
"This course should be perfect
for me. The fact I haven't won is a
bit of a mystery."
Only five women have won the
career Grand Slam on the LPGA
Tour. The latest additions to the
most exclusive club in women's
golf were luli Inkster in 1999, and
Karrie Webb last year at the LPGA
Championship.

Davies figured to be among
them by now, especially after
winning the U.S. Women's Open
at age 24 in 1987, and adding the
LPGA Championship and the
now-defunct du Maurier Classic
just as she was coming into her
prime.
There have been collapses on
the Dinah Shore course at
Mission Hills Country Club,
although nothing like what
Norman has experienced at
Augusta National.
In 1994, perhaps her best

chance to win, Davies had a onestroke lead over Donna Andrews
going to the 526-yard 18th hole
with an island for a green. She
played for par, hitting a 4-iron off
the tee. It went into the rough,
and after an 8-iron to some 60
feet from the hole, she threeputted for bogey.
Andrews hit her approach to
sixfeet, made birdie and walked
away a winner.
A victory this week not only
would give Davies a full complement of major titles, but also

enough points to qualify for the
LPGA Hall of Fame. That's only an
afterthought.
"Winning Nabisco, if I had to
say which is the most important,
it would have to be that one," she
said. "It would be nice to get into
the Hall of Fame, but we don't
have anything like that in
F-ngland, so it's not something
high on the priority list. To win all
four majors is total satisfaction. I
would love to get all four."
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Wanted

Fall 2002 Practicum Opportunities in
the Intramural Office tor Recreation
and Sports Management Majors
Applications available in 130 Perry
Field House or on the web and are
due April 10. Interviews will be held
April 15-16.
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (688) 923-3238 or visif
www,campu5fundrai5er,cpm.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
CO-REC 3 PITCH SOFTBALL APRIL 2

1 subleaser needed from May until
Aug Own bdrm close to campus.
Call 352-9143

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE;
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SINGLES
AND CO-REC DOUBLES TENNIS
MARCH 27

2 female summer subleasers
needed Non smoker, own bedrm,
wash/dryer. S233.33 mo plus util.
Please call 352-6833

ATTENTION All Freshmen
SIC SIC is looking lor two highly
dedicated, tun, and spirited individuals' It might be you! Applications at
301 Union. Due March 29th
ATTENTION All Freshmen
Confidential Eating Disorder Support
Group. Women & men at all stages
o( recovery Confidential, interactive
discussions Every Wednesday from
4:30-6:30 pm. Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall Call Judy Miller at
372-7426 for more information.
Dance Marathon 2003
Steering Committee Executive
Position applications available all
this week. Positions include Director
and 3 Assistant Director Positions
Pick up at the DM office, 417 Union
Due Monday, April 1 by 5 pm.

^J^^LM^M
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Associated Press Photo

LOOKING ON: Laura Davies, of England, watches one of her drives during a tournament in June. She
hopes to win the upcoming Kraft Nabisco Championship, the only major to elude her in her career.

Quarters Bar & Grill
Great spirits! Great food!
Great service1 Dine with us today!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
Silver Dollar Steakhouse
All your catering needs!
Place reservations/orders now!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
Unlimited tanning through fmals$40. 1 month unlimited - $30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

***********

3 Female subleasers needed from
May-Aug 926 Third SI Big house.

352-2143
3 M/F Subleasers needed
5/13-8/13/02. 3 bedroom house
$625/mo includes all utilities.
Call 419-373-1867 tor more info
4 M-F subleasers needed for this
summer. 3 bdrm in Ig house w/2 full
baths, AC. washer/dryer incl.
419-352-5228
Female roommate needed for
Fall 2002 and Spring 2003
Contact Meg 419-944-4904

t***************
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The Flower Basket
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165 South Main Street
Downfowri Bowling Green "k
419-352-6395

Help Wanted:
■

The Kastcr Garden
rhese pretty pastel baskets
of fresh spring flowers
are the perfect touch
lor vour Kastcr table
Choose from 3 si/.cs:
Small- $17.95
Medium- $21.95
our Large si/.e
liinniv mi knl in Ihc Ikmri

■

The BG News Advertising Department

3 Properties to choose from:
•414 Summit St, 2 bedroom house w/ GARAGE!
•418 lower.Summit St. 2 bedroom Apt
•418 Upper Summit St. 2 bedroom Apt

seeks self-motivated & enthusiastic people to
S825
S735
S650

Great Amenities
• \ll 1 ""ll
• 1 ll-l

"'"-

•W.lalll'l/IIT)
., A|.l
■ 2 1 III. MiHill.mi.-

r

Kit) IC. Washington si- :t- >4 (>o:it> 10:<)0 4:00

$24.95

We've qot the
Check Us Out!!
www.homecltyice.com

mm
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SUMMER HELP

***^

Great Job Opportunities !!
Hinng Students Part- Time NOW and Full- Time During Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY II
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070

Located just minutes from Campus!
We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington. KY
Uma'Bucyius
Cleveland Ashland
Oanton/Ene
Cincinnali/Kenlucky
ManslieW/Ashiand

1-800-933-3575
1 -eOO-894-0529
1-800-674-0880
1-800-288-4040
I-800-894-0529

DaylonJ Spring! eld
Delroil
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-800-283-5511
1-734-955-9094
1 BOO 355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1 -800-545-4423

Wo Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
Flexibility. Start training NSW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

www.homecitvice.com

join our team. The following positions are
available:
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Outside advertising sales to local and on-campus
businesses. Part-time, flexible hours between
8-5pm, up to 20 hours per week.
•Requirements:
-Excellent Presentation Skills
-Rising Junior or Senior Status
& Full-time Student
-Automobile with insurance
-Business Majors Preferred, 2.6 min GPA
-Must be able to start August 5. 2002
-Able to work Independently
•Benefits:
-Good compensation based on commission
-Professional Experience in Sales/Marketing

for you!

-Flexible Schedule
-Gain Valuable Contacts

One Bedroom Apartment:
117 N. Main Street
Over a downtown business.
Unfurnished apartment.
Dishwasher and air conditioned.
Washer & Dryer in building
PICK UP OUR SUMMER LISTINGS AT OUR OFFICE

NEWI9VE
Rentals

DELIVERY DRIVER (1 opening)
Deliver BG News up to 3 hrs. every morning. M-F.
•Requirements:
I
-Reliable car (truck preferred) w/insurance
-Ability to work M-F at 5:30A.M to 8:30A.M
i no
Reliable w/an outstanding
employment history
•Benetts:
-Outstanding Pay
-Weekends FREE
'Only apply if you arc 100°° reliable and available at 5:30AM. M-F.

332 S. Main

For Both positions.
apply in person M-F. 8-5pm.

352-5620

Bring resume if available.

www.newloverealty.com

. Deadline 3-29-02.

204 West Hall
Fax: 372-9090
No Phone
Calls Please

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

14 Wednesday. Match 27. 2002

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

iiPS

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

Rmte wanted Female pref., nonsmoker, own room. 2 blks. trom
campus. S27S mo plus util Avail
Aug or sooner Kristin 352-9652

Help Wanted
S250 a day potential.
Bartending Training provided

1-800-293-3985 ext 541.

Communicalions company expanding into this area. Independent reos
needed, Excellent cay Few positions available. Training provided.

********

1

PLAY SPORTS HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine, counselors to coach all
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer. (888)-844-8080 apply at
www.camocedar com
SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT-Metroparks of the Toledo Area are looking
for qualified individuals to till a variety of seasonal positions throughout
the Metroparks. Length of season
will vary with the position.
Positions are as follows:
SEASONAL PARK SERVICEall parks-S7 55hr
SEASONAL PARK SERVICE/CONCESSION-Pearson Park-S7.55 hr.
DECKHAND INTERPRETER-Providence Park-S8 85hr.
SEASONAL HISTORICAL MILL INTERPRETER-Providence
Park$8 85 hr
TICKET BOOTH-Providence ParkS7.80hr
Applications will be accepted until all
positions are filled. Apply at Administrative Office, Wildwood Metropark, 5100 W.Central Ave. Monday
through Friday. 9:00am to noon and
2pm to 4:30pm
Resume required. EOE
Pro shop and bag room staff needed
at Heather Downs Country Club.
Flexible hrs and great work
environment Please call 419-3850248. Ask for Chris or John.
Spring & summer jobs available. Full
& Part time servers, snack bar,
grounds, dishwashers & caddies
Caddy sign-up April 13-14, 1pm at
the golf shop. Flexible hours, free
golf in season, green compensation,
experience helpful but not necessary. Please apply at Toledo Country
Club 3949 River Rd or fax 419-3894577.

Management
Apartments Designed for
(frag1 Students'
• Well Maintained 8c Spacious
• Convient laundry Facilities
• One * Two Bedrooms
• Ample Parking
• Quiet!
Several options to choose from:
Jay-MarThe HighlandsTlie Homestead-

We Invite You
To See The Difference!
354-6036
130 E.Washington
9:00 - 4:00

■■

^■■1

'94 Plymouth Laser 2 dr, 5 spd.,
A/C, cruise, new tires, and
runs great. S2500 OBO

Call 419-352-9994
Mac Power book G3 400MHz.
Firewire. 320 MB RAM, 6 GB HD,
DVD, Zip, Optical Mouse. $1,200.
308-2190/coco© bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Schwinn Frontier GS Mountain bike.
Blue, great condition.
352-6864

For Rent
1,283 Bedroom Apartments
9S 12 month leases
352-7454
2 bdrm turn or unlurnished apts.
724 6th St. 705 7th St S4607mo - t
yr lease S525/mo - school yr.
lease Call 354-0914
2 Subleasers needed.
Furnished, 2 bed. 1 bath.
Anne 352-6322.
2002-03 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. 800 Third St. Free heat, water. * sewer 1 bdrm at 616 2nd St
Call 419-354-9740 for more into.
3 to 4 bdrm. large apt.
No pets.
Call 352-4773 alter 5pm
534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex. 1 1/2
Baths, AC. Avail. May 25 S825/mo.
534 B S College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2,
Batrts.AC Avail May 25 S825/mo
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex
Avail May 30. $700/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail
May 17. $375'mo.
217 S. College-3 BR House. Avail
May 21 $675/mo
730 Elm-2 BR House. Avail Aug 1
$550/mo
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal to one month's rent.
Rent collected quarterly. Locally
owned and managed. Please call
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419)
354-4426 or (419)352-2330.

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
AVAILABLE May 18, 2002 to May 10, 2003
221 S. COLLEGE- 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$765.00 per month payable in 11 monthly payments of $818.00.
Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for lawn mowing.
150 MANVILLE - 2 BR. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars. $700.00
per month payable in 11 monthly installments of $752.00
Tenants pay utilities.
150 1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$440.00 per monthly payable in 11 monthly installments of
$473.00. Tenants pay utilities.
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR. A-frame. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$550.00 per month payable in 11 monthly installments of
$590.00. Tenants pay utilities.

AVAILABLE August 22, 2002 to August 18, 2003

Additional Sites:
• Liberty Si. & Summit Hill

" ■
41

'88 Nissan Sentra.
138K 5-speed. $900.
Runs well. Call 669-2579.

719 ELM - 3 BR, garage, central air. $900 per month. Deposit
$900. Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for lawn mowing.
412 RIDGE - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $930.00 per
month payable in 11 monthly installments of $994.00. Tenants
pay all utilities.
605 SECOND. #A - 4 BR. Limit 4 people. $760 per month
paid in 11 monthly payments of $812.00. Tenants pay utilities.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST
(across from Taco Bell)
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For Sale
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Camp counselor for children with
disabilities. Must have strong work
ethic and be interested in making a
difference in the life of a child. $7$11/hr., 35 hrs./wk., summer only. 6
sites in Summit County Must en|oy
outdoor activities. Call 800-CYOCAMP for an application. EOE.

Jed's BBQ & Brew is now hiring
servers & hostesses. Must be 19 to
serve. Apply in person Monday 3/25
& Wed 3/27 between 10 & 1 at
2531 S. Reynolds Rd.

Summer money. Have lun m the sun
& earn between S3000-S5000 hiring
housepainters/foremen. Call (888)
277-9787 or collegepro.com.

iiil HI'

■

ACROSS
1_ Vegas
4 Dislike
9 Drunkard
12 Pismire
13 Section
14 Boston party beverage
15N»arsightedness
17 Bar
19 Rent
21 Damage
22 Assist
24 Black street substance
26 Bird's home
29 Retributive
31 Rodent
33 Row
34 Page (abbr)
35 Lease
37 Gov agency
39 Titanium symbol
40 Untruth
42 Beaver construction

I Onthe_
2Some
3 Taken
4 Largest continent
5 Blow up
6 Hello
7 Fall month (abbr)
8 Paper measurement
9 Sound system

44 Assert
46 Jealousy
48 Kettle
50 Cans
51 Promise to repay
53 Skin openings
55 Part o( hour
58 Coarse cloth
61 Bow shaped
62 Slackens
64 Look
65 Bom
66 Long-legged wading bird
67 Ocean

55 Male
56 Anger

57 Consume
59 Yes vote
60 Green vegetable
63 Yes (Spanish)

10 Over (poetic)
II Summer browning
16 Flower part
18 Recreational vehicle
20 Auricle
22 Fruit
23 Start
25 Male sheep
27 Son cloth
30 Showed the way
32 Spasmodic muscular contraction
36 Rap
38 Change
41 Exhibit
43 Atlas item
45 Passageways
47 Not me
46 Peace prize
52 Utah Indians

A N SJ W E: R S
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For Rent

437 N.Enterprise
2 BDRM-avail 5/15/02, S600/mo.
353-7547.

818 & 822 Second St.
2 BR apts, balcony/patio, AC,
laundry $490.00 ♦ gas & elec .
12 mo. lease. Steve Smith
419-352-8917 or 419- 308- 2710.

Help Wanted:

c
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Stop by our
office at
1045 N Main
or call
133 5800

1082 Fairview Ave

For Rent

********
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Management Inc.

"Apts & rms. avail, 1. 2. 4 3 bdrm.
Quiet area lor collegiate study, new
carpet, mdiv. lease offered. Located
300 block E. Merry. Rent Reduced .
listing loo 24-7 Q 316 E. Merry *3.
419-353-0325. 10am-7pm.

III

54 Corrode

Coming For August 16th
MOVE IN
BRAND NEW HILLSDALE

" Large house next to campus
Rent reduced S300 mo., sec. dep.
reduced 50%. New carpet over
summer, (urn., Ig. porch. 4 Ig.
bdrms.. 2 balhs, 2 floors Call 419353-0325. 10am-7pm.

lll«

28 Borders

e

Bartenders needed. Earn up to S250
per day. No exp. necessary
Call (866)291-1884 ext 423.

DiBonedetto s is nov* hiring summtl
help: prep and delivery personnel.
1432 E. Wooster. Apply 2-5 daily

Child care tn my Perrysburg home
(or 2 and 5 yr old girls Wed 2p-6p.
Thurs 8a.m.-6p.m. Fri. 8a.m.-6p.m
Must have experience, references,
own transportation & reliable.
419-674-9697

I

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXEC
Outside advertising sales to local
and on-campus businesses Part- '
time, flexible hours between 8-5pm.
up to 20 hours per week
Requirements:
-Excellent Presentation Skills
-Rising Junior or Senior Status &
Full-time Student
■Automobile with insurance
-Business majors preferred.
2.6 min GPA
-Must be able to start
August 5. 2002
-Able to work independently
Benefit*:
-Good compensation based
on commission
■Professional Experience m
Sales/Marketing
-Flexible Schedule
-Gain Valuable Contacts
Apply in person No phone calls pis
BG NEWS Advertising Office
204 West Hall. M-F 8-5.
Deadline 3-29-02.
Attention Camp Counselors!!!
Camp Big Silver, a co-ed residential
summer camp is looking for self-motivated, hard-working, fun-loving.
and caring men and women (18+) to
serve as camp counselors Located
in Pinckney, Ml (Ann Arbor). For
more information visit our website at
http://members.cac nefcampbigsilver or call 734-878-6628

DELIVERY DRIVER
Deliver BG News up to 3 hrs every
morning, M-F.
Requirements:
-Reliable car (truck preterred)
with insurance
-Ability to work M-F at 5:30 AM
to 8:30 AM
-100% Reliable w/an outstanding
employment history
Benefits:
-Outstanding pay
-Weekends FREE
'Only apply if you are 100% reliable
and available at 5:30AM, M-F.
Apply in person. No phone calls pis.
BG NEWS Advertising Office.
204 West Hall M-F 8-5.
Deadline 3-29-02.

«

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Summer and Fall
Reasonable Rates 352-3445
Grad. or prof, housemates needed
New home. $375/montlv Call
Marny at 353-3372.
House close to campus. 239 Manville. 3bdrm, 1 bath May lease
$700/mo ♦ utilities Call 352-9392
HOUSE FOR RENT
955 N Main. 3 BDRM home avail.
6-1-02, very clean, A/C
S850.00/mo. 353-7547.

For Rent
Houses & Apts tor 2002-03 school
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting
May 18.2002.
322 E Court- 1bdrm-$395 indud util
415 E. Court #C-2 Br S520 .util
609 5th St., 3 bdrm., $915 ♦ util.
230 N. Enterprise-1 Br.-$365 +uM.
424 1/2 S. Summit-Er1lc.-$265 -futil.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or
v
419-308-2710
Prof, will share house w/prof. or ..
grad studt. 5 bdrm, Ig. wooded lot, 2'
wood-burning fireplaces, faces golfcourse. Lv. msg after 6. 352-5523
Would you like to live downtown this
summer? 1 bdrm. apt. located
8
downtown. Avail. May 15 through g
Aug. 15. Free util. Air cond. Price of 2
rent negotiable. 419-353-0687
.*

******** *********

Needed

Bartenders, Bussers,
and Servers
Also Experienced
Host Staff and
Cooks- Top Pay
If you ate interested in working in
a professional restaurant environment we would enjoy meeting you.
The Real Seafood Co. is Toledo's
premiere fine dining restaurant.
Located on the Maumee River we
feature the finest seafood and
steaks in Northwest Ohio.
Experience is necessary. Summer
only employment is not available.
Also hiring experienced host staff
and cooks with top pay available.
Tuition reimbursement, flexible
scheduling, and dining discounts
available for our employess.
Come in to fill out an application
between the hours ol 2 and 4 pm
at 22 Mam St.. Toledo
Uacross the river from Downtown)

New
Must Seef
Catty Studio Apartments
-Ideal for the serious student
or grad student
-Fully Furnished
-25ln TV included with
75 channels
•High speed internet
access available
$395.00 single/
$495.00 double
Long & short term leases
available
-All utitilites included
-Near campus

?.?V2'5

Week Days between 10-4

BWM

unmtimis
Large Houses
Still Available
Large House

Next to Campus - Rent
Reduced $300 a month.
Security Deposit reduced
50% I New carpet over
summer, furniture, large
porch. 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 floors.
• 321 E. Merry A
• 211 E. ReedA/B
•211 E.RcedC
• 311 & 307 'ft E. Reed St.
3 bdrm For 3
• 2 bdrm Apts. as low as
$415 per month
• Studio Apts. $395 mo/
all utilities included

lilting Available 24 hri.
Office 316 E. M«rry »3
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

flTIIIII ImM^g M tHh«
Management Inc.
2002/2003 Signing Leases NOW

Am
•tiasement
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
Charleston n Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Houses For Kent:
702 i/s E. Wooster
122 i/: Frazee Ave.
702 i/.- Sixth St.
704 Sixth St.
704 I/J Sixth St.

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third St. #4 • 352-4380

r^
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Blue House Apt. 120 N. Prospect
ONE APT. LEFT
2Bdrm downstairs
Close to Downtown & Campus
Starts at $675/Mo + Utilities
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth Si.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
1 bdrmVAir Condition
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Laundry on site
Starts at $400 + Elec & Gas
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800
Heinzsite Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
land 2 Bdrm Apts./A/C
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $410/Mo + Utilities
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview,
Parkview Apts. 1048 N. Main
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts/ 3 Bdrm Twnh.
2bdrm (Remodeled)
Dishwasher/ A/C/ Garbage Disp.
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $390 + Utilities
Starts at $500/Mo + Elec
Green Beaver Apts. 642 S. College
2bdrm (#2ydownstairs
Starts at $430/Mo + utilities
CAN HAVE A PET (extra/mo)
Xflplr'Y' A Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main St. Open on Saturdays
ZIYI iXJ%^J\. for complete listing or Call 353-5800
l10:00n-nn. I1:00
-nn 3
www.wcnet.org/-mecca/
Management Inc.
Thru May 4th

